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WE MUST FIND ALLIES

MICK DAVIS IS ONE OF THE
most powerful and determined
figures ever to lead UJIA. He

is forthright about the centrality of Israel
to  Jewish  identity  and  clear  that  the
future  of British Jewry is inextricably
bound  up  with  the  future  of Israel.
He  puts  his  considerable  energy  and
resources behind these views.

In a remarkable speech to his Patrons
in  June  he  declared  that  the  current
malaise   in   implementing   the   two
state  solution  for  the  Israel-Palestine
problem cannot be allowed to continue.
Israel must "define a strategic solution
and  develop  tactical  implementation
in  terms  of what  is  right,  moral  and
legitimate   about  the  Jewish  state
rather  than  what  is  wrong  with  her
neighbours."  "Jews  in  the  Diaspora
must recognise that we have  a proper
and legitimate role to partner Israel in
developing that strategic design and we
must  seek  a proper place to  do  that."
"We  must not retreat  into  a  defensive

circle  but  open   ourselves  up   with
confidence to the challenge."

Coming  from  the  most  powerful
Zionist  voice   in  Britain  today,  that
is  a  clear  and  welcome  signal  that  a
changing  world  demands  changing
Zionist  affirmations.   So   MANNA
now   urges   the  British  Progressive
community  to  affirm,  or  reaffirm  the
following loudly and clearly.

One.  We  love  Israel  with  all  our
heart, all our soul and all our might.
In a world in which there are growing
attempts  to  de-1egitimise  Israel,  we
have to renew our efforts to argue the
case  even  though  it  should  need  no
arguing.

We must also demonstrate our love
of  Israel   on   an   individual,   family
and  community-by-community  basis.
There are many ways of doing this and
no  one  way  will  work  for  everyone.
That  is  why  the  Reform  Movement
website details a range of initiatives and
organisations working for Israel and for
good  relations  between  Israel  and  the
Arab world, Jews and Palestinians. No
single  organisation  is  the  answer  for
everyone  but  every  Jew  is  obliged  to
connect in some positive way.

Two.  We  are  equally  strongly  com-
mitted  to  the  two   state   solution.
It  offers  the  only  realistic  way  of
achieving a just settlement and security
for both Jews and Palestinians. We will
back Israel government policies which
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pursue  a strategy for achieving peace.
We  will  question  and  challenge  Israel
government policies which do not ap-
pear to further the cause of peace. We
will oppose those who cling to dreams
of a greater Israel for secular, national-
ist  reasons.  We  will  oppose  equally
strongly  those  who  place   `biblical'
claims  before the  rights  of others  and
before the overriding claims of justice
and peace.  We will  do  so publicly be-
cause all who are friends of Israel need
to hear this commitment.

Three.  We  hold  firm  to  the  rab-
binic principle  "fro/ yz.srcze/ crrej.w.in zefe
bc7 'zefe, every Jew is a surety for every
other Jew".  The  future  of the  Jewish
people worldwide is bound up both eth-
ically and physically with the future of
the Jewish people in Israel. That is why
we not only assert our right to engage
in  the  debate  but  see  it  as  a  religious
obligation to do everything that we can
to  further the cause of a secure peace
based upon a two state solution.

Four.  We  recognise  that  there  are
profound  differences  between  living
in  Britain  and  living  in  Israel  where
people  face  the  dangers  and  incur
the  cost  of  the  struggle  every  day.
Nevertheless, we in the Diaspora have
something particular to offer. Many
of Israel's  allies  and  also  its  enemies
live  outside  Israel.  Living  amongst
them,  we  can  often  understand  how
they see the situation. We can offer an
insight and a perspective that may be
a useful balance and corrective to the
view from the front line or from inside
the bubble.

Five. When all is said and done, no
one  sees  Israel  in  quite the  same way
as  Jews,  be  they  citizens  of Israel  or
citizens of Britain. We love Israel with
all  our  heart,  soul  and  might.  Why
would  or  should  anyone  else?  Up  to
now, we have tended to regard anyone
who  does not share our view  of Israel
and the situation in the Middle East as
an enemy,  a source of suspicion to be
shunned. Though understandable,  that
has not proved to be a fruitful attitude.
It does not make practical sense to give
up on potential friends. Tuning one's
back on one's opponents is not a clever
thing to do.

Anti-Semitism  is  widespread  and
some  of it  masquerades  as  anti-Israel
feeling.  The  recent  resolution  of  the
Methodist church is a powerful case in
point. A Palestinian Christian pressure

groupexploitedarangeoffeelingswithin
the  Methodist  church.  Christian  "bias
towards the poor and dispossessed", a
very  British  sympathy  for  the  under-
dog, the long-lived Lawrence of Arabia
romance,  an inability to stomach Jews
unless they are victims. All the rational
arguments, all our skills at intervention
had no effect. An outrageous resolution
was adopted.

This  illustrates  a growing reality  in
Britain which is  deeply troubling.  But
it also illustrates a strategic failure. The
failure has been to invest sufficiently in
building  partnerships  and  alliances
with   both   religious   and   secular
groups.  It  is  obtuse  to  assume  that
everyone who does not see Israel as we
do is an enemy and to turn our backs.
We need to invest more of our time and
our love of Israel in building alliances
and  sharing  common  projects.  If  we
had  worked  with  the  Methodists  on
projects  to  alleviate  deprivation  both
amongst  Christians  and  Jews  in  the
Middle  East,  the  resolution might not
have been brought or would not have
succeeded. The same goes for the major
aid  agencies   and  non-governmental
organisations. Alliances,  collaboration
promote greater understanding.

Six.   We   must   never   forget   our
fundamental  values  which  flow  from
the Torah and are part  of the  modem
western  world.  We  must  continue  to
be  at  the  forefront  of the  pursuit  of
justice and the principle of equality
- the conviction that all human beings
are equally precious in the sight of God.
However  difficult  and  challenging,
we  must  continue  to  remind  all  those
involved  in  the  Middle  East  struggle
-  particularly  our  enemies,  whose
cynicism and disregard for human life
is truly evil -that in the words of Torah
"justice, justice shall you pursue". We

must continue to resist being dragged
down to the level of those who  abuse
not  only their  enemies  but their  own
people.

MANNA applauds Mick Davis and
offers those six points - love of Israel;
commitment to a just and secure peace
based  on  two  states;  the  value  of the
Diaspora  perspective;  the  continuing
r.esponsibilityofJewforJew;theimpor-
tance  of  partnerships  and  alliances;
the  non-negotiability  of  fundamental
values such as justice and equality -as
a six pointed star renewing Zionism for
our time I



David Miliband, British Foreign Secretary from 2007 to 2010 and hff
for South Shields, is the grandson Of Polish Je;ws who fled to Belgivm in
1940. His parents Ralph Miliband and Marion Kozak came to Britain and
Ralph established himself as the leading Marxist theoretician Of his day.
He was Professor Of Politics at Leeds University.

Following in this secular Je;wish socialist tradition, David and his
brother Ed, Secretary Of State for Energy and Climate Change in the last
government are leading members Of the Labour Party and are contesting
the Labour leadership following the resignation Of Gordon Brown.

Just bofore the May General Election, on Thursday 18 March 2010,
David Miliband spoke at the Sternberg Centre i;or Judaism in North
London.

WHAT  I
TRIED TO  DO

David Miliband
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for Reform Judaism with what I spend
my  days  and  nights  on.  Well,  nights
recently,  because  I  have just got back
from  China  this  afternoon  and  it  is
actually four o'clock in the moming for
me at the moment.

I  want  to  begin  by  paying  tribute
to  what  the  Reform  Movement  has
built,  and continues to build.  Schools,
communities,   welfare,   synagogues,
rabbinic training. You are a formidable
force  in  British  Jewry  today.  Your
community  is  confident  and  values
driven,  motivated  by  a  real  sense  of
purpose  both  for  itself,  for  the  wider
Jewish  community,  and  for the world.
You look outwards as well as inwards,
and your concerns are global as well as
communal. Your confidence and sense
of purpose is palpable.

For me, the Reform community has
shown that British Jewry is  at its best
when it is pluralist, when it celebrates
several   different  expressions  of  its
identity, when it builds pathways for the
many. Not for the few. Reforin Judaism
has  helped  teach  Britain  that  a  faith
community can be a plural community.
Coming  together  at  certain  moments
-  whilst  recognizing  and  respecting
its  differences  at  others.  You  are  the
vanguard  of that -  and  all  of Britain
admires you for it.

My first contact was through work I
did when  I  was  Minister for  Schools.
I  understand that  JCoSS  will  open  in
September. It is a fantastic achievement,
a cross-communal, pluralist school.

And  that  is  what  I  think  does join
what  this  community  represents  with
the  wider  questions  that  I  spend  my
time on in intemational relations. This
community says a lot about Britain, not
just contributes a lot, it says a lot about
you.  And  what  it  says  is  something
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about an ideal that is very important to
me.  That  ideal  is  pluralism.  The  idea
that there are many ways in which we
are united,  but that there are  different
constituent  parts  through  which  we
give  vent  and  expression  to  our  own
particular  identities.   If  I  understand
anything about the Jewish colnmunity
in  Britain,   it  is  that  it  is   a  plural
community  and  that  the  Movement
for  Reform  Judaism  is  an  important
exemplar of the pluralism that exists in
the Jewish community. The notion that
alongside unity on some very important
questions  there  is  diversity  as  well,  I
think is vitally important.

My  father  came  here  in  1940.  He
spoke very good Yiddish. But since his
parents were not religious, and although
he was Bamitzvah, he was not brought
up as a practising Jew. There was  one
Jewish  joke  which  he  thought  was
hilarious which speaks to this notion of
pluralism. I remember this from being
a small boy. He always used to tell me
about the man who was rescued from a
desert island, many of you will know
this story well. He said to his rescuers,
"Before I go 1'11 show you around this

island.  Here's  synagogue  number  one
and  here's  synagogue  number  two".
And when  asked why there were two
synagogues he pointed to one and said,
"That is the synagogue I do not go to."

In my dad's case it would have been
both synagogues.

Butthatnotionofacceptingthatthere
are  synagogues  that  you  personally
do  not  go  to,  that  notion  of diversity
within  Britain's  Jewish  community
is   important.  And   if  I  understand
it  correctly,  there  is  a  really  strong
sense  within  the  Reform  community
especially that we  should  cherish that
diversity. I think that is very important.
I  think  it  is  very  powerful.  I  think  it
speaks  to  the  human  condition  in  a
very profound way. And I do not think
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it is  a complete stretch to  say that the
diversity  and  the  need  for  pluralism
that exists  in the  wider world  is  what
defines  the  big  challenges  of foreign
policy today. Biologists have a brilliant
way  of explaining both  the  hope  and
the   challenge.   People   appear  very
different, whether by virtue of race or
background.  But actually we  are 99%
the same if you dig inside us. Yet people
spend  all  their time  talking  about the
I % that is different rather than the 99%
that is the same.

If I  think  about the  big  challenges
that  I  spend  my  time  addressing  in
foreign  relations  today,  they  speck  to
the  notion  that  this  is  a  plural  world.
It  is  a world where there  is  no  global
empire anymore, not even an American
empire.  It  is  not  governed  from  one
place.  And  having  just  come  back
from China, it is quite striking to think
that  this  is  a  world  where  you  need
Chinese agreement if you want to run
the British economy, if you want to run
the Western economies. You need the
agreement of the Chinese if you want
to  tackle  climate  change  successfully.
You  need  Chinese  agreement  if you
want to have a proper non-proliferation
strategy  or  a  unilateral  multi-national
disarmament  strategy.  And,  to  state
the  obvious,  China  and  its  political
system even  its  value  system  appears
different  from  our  own.  So  we  have
to  find ways  in  international  relations
of devoting more attention to what we
have in common and more attention to
developing more successfully the mles
that  govern  relations  between  us  in
areas where we are different.

I  do not want to  stretch the parallel
to  breaking  point,  but  I  do  think  it  is
striking  that  the  Jewish  community
in  Britain  - just  300,000  strong  -  is
a  notably  diverse  community  that
nevertheless  has  a  very  strong  sense
of  collective  and  common  identity.

And,  in  the  main,  it  does  not  see  a
tension  between  the  things  that  it has
in  common  and  the  things  that  make
different branches different. I think that
is  important.  I do  not want to  suggest
that you do not need diplomacy or that
there  are  not tensions  that sometimes
surface  or  that  passionate  arguments
cannot  rage.  But  I  do  think  that  the
sense  of community  is  complemented
by the diversity, not harmed by it.

There are three areas of international
relations that I spend most of my time
on and all of them speak to this question
of how in a world which is manifestly
diverse,  where  power  is  increasingly
distributed, how can we bring out the
common  humanity  that  unites  us?
What  are  the  common  principles  and
the  common  values  that  hold  it  all
together?

The first area is how one deals with
states, nations, which are so strong that
they  feel  able  to  defy  international
rules.  That might  apply in respect of
human  rights  issues.   Over  the   last
year we have had a very difficult time
in  arguing  most  recently  with  my
Chinese hosts,  about the execution of
a  mentally  ill  man.  We  have  argued
with  the  Burmese  authorities  about
the  way  in  which  the  rights  of  the
opposition  should  be  respected.  We
have  had  a  very  difficult  time  in  Sri
Lanka,  which  has  brought  an  end  to
a  civil  war,  but  where  the  expulsion
and  then  discrimination  against Tamil
minorities  is  not  at  all  in  accord with
the international system.

It  is  not  only  in  areas  of  human
rights   that  the   international   sense
of  common   values   and   common
principles   is   challenged  by   states
that  are  strong  enough  to  defy  these
international  systems.  Many  of  you
will  be  concerned,  as  I  am,  about the
Iranian nuclear programme. This is an

continued on next page
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I do not think it is a complete
stretch to say that the diversity and
the need for pluralism that exists
in the wider world is what defules

the big challenges of foreign policy
today. Biologists have a brilliant
way Of explaining both the hope

and the challenge. People appear
very different, whether by virtue Of
race or background. But actually
we are 99°Xo the scrme if you dig

inside us. Yet people spend all their
time talking about the 1% that is

different rather than the 99%
that is the same.

example of a state that believes itself to
be strong enough to defy international
rules  and not observe  a Treaty that  it
has signed. Whilst the non-proliferation
Treaty  is  very,  very  clear  about  what
are  the  rights  and  responsibilities  of
member states, the Iranian government
feels  it does not have to comply with
those rules.  It is  an example  of where
the  international  community  has  to
exert real pressure on those who want
to break the rules.

So the first thing I want to  leave in
your mind is:  How does a community
deal  -  in  this  case  an  intemational
community  -  with  members,  in  this
case nation states, who feel themselves
strong enough to defy the international
norms  and  rules,  and  what  are  the
disciplines  that  should  be  imposed  to
try to bring them back into line?

The second area that I spend a lot of
time thinking about is not those  states
that are so strong that they can defy the
international  system,  it  is  those  parts
of the world where there is not really
any  government  at  all.  The  problem
in  Somalia is not that the government
is  too  strong.  The  problem  is  that  it
only  has  control  in three  parts  of the
capital  Mogadishu.  The  problem  in
Afghanistan  is  not  that  the  central
government  is  too  strong,  it  is  that
in large parts  of the  country it is  not
able  to  ensure  that  its  writ  runs.  The
problem  in Yemen  is  not that  central
government is too effective,  it is that
significant  parts  of  the  country  are
`open space'.

So  the  second  thing  I  thought  I
would  leave  you  with,  and  ask  you
to  reflect  on,  is  what  does  one  do,
not  where  there  is  too  much  power
exercised by governing authorities, but
where there is too little power exercised
by  governments  and  authorities.  It  is
in those areas where some of the most
difficult dilemmas  of the  international
community are played out,  notably in
respect  of the  deployment  of military
force.

The third thing I spend a lot of time
thinking about speaks to the notion of
how you govern an increasingly chaotic
but inter-dependent world. The essence
of  international  relations   should  be
to  help   seize  the  opportunities  and
confront  the  challenges  that  face  us
/ogez¢er  Now  bear in mind there  are
193  countries  in  the  United  Nations,
and some things affect us all.  Climate
change is a very good example.  But it
is precisely those sorts of issues, those
if you like, concerning `public goods',
that have proven themselves least able
to succumb to international government.
So on trade there is a block. Open trade
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would  benefit  all  the  countries  in  the
world,  yet  it  is  blocked.  The  Climate
Change  deal  would  actually  benefit
all  countries  in the world, yet there is
a  block.  Nuclear  disarmament,  multi-
lateral  nuclear  disarmament  would
actually benefit all the countries of the
world, yet it is blocked.

I think that it is  important that you
recognise and think through: How does
one bring an  international  community
of 193  separate countries -in a world
where there is not a single hegemonic
power - to confront the big challenges
andopportunitiesthatithasincommon?
Because if international relations cannot
achieve that, then it will be failing.  In
all  these  areas,  where  government
power  is  too  strong,  where  it  is  too
weak  or where  there  is  a demand for
international co-operation, the essential
challenge is how one reconciles diverse
value  systems  and  diverse  political
systems with the demands of an inter-
dependent world.

Now  let  me  bring  in  an  important
related  issue.   For  300  or  350  years
international   relations   have   been
governed  on  a  simple  basis:   What
goes   on   I.72sz.c7e   a   country   is   no-one
else's  business  other  than  the  people
who  live  in  that  country.  This  simple
doctrine  declared that what happened
in  Britain  was  the  responsibility  of
Britons,  and what happened  in  China
was  the  responsibility of the  Chinese,
and  what  happened  in   Sri   Lanka
was   the   responsibility   of  the   Sri
Lankans.  It  was  a  sort  of balance  of
power theory. Now what is interesting
about this  theory  of government  and
intemational  relations  is  that  it  does
nothing about the three problems that
I have described to you.

Ever since the Treaty of Westphalia
in   1648,  that  notion  of  sovereignty
and  self-government  has  been  at  the
heart  of the  international  system.  But
if you  have  got  a  government  that  is
too  strong for its own good,  saying it
is none of your business if you do not
live  in that  country,  it does  not  speak
to  the  notion  that  there  is  a  global
social conscience, and that we all have
a  responsibility  and  a  right  to  have
a  view  about  the  behaviour  of  that
country.  If only  because  we  may  be
affected. In our inter-dependent world,
terrorism  in  one part of the  world,  in
Yemen, or Somalia, orAfghanistan can
hit another part of the world. The fact
that there is an insufficiently decent or
effective  government  in  those  places
is  of interest  to  us.  In  a world  where
climate change decisions made  in one
country can affect places far across the
world, the fact that governments do not
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take  their  responsibilities  seriously  z.s
our business.

So  we  are  confronted  with  a  very,
very  profound  question:  In  a  diverse
international  community,  how  can we
establish points of unity? And how can
we  do  more  than  simply  write  down
the points of unity. Because on human
rights we've written down a universal
declaration on human rights, and all the
countries have signed up to it, but they
are not fulfilling them. On the Nuclear
Proliferation Treaty, the question is not
whether or not people sign up to it, it is
whether they actually live up to it. And
even on climate change, we have a very
good  commitment  that  all  countries
should take responsibility for their own
region  in  more  or  less  proportion  to
their wealth and to their ability to deal
with that. But will everyone fulfil their
commitments?

So   this   question   of   how   one
establishes  unity  amidst  diversity  is
very  profound  indeed.  It  is  the  issue
above all others that faces me every day
of my working life.

I  thought  I  would  just  end  with
saying how we are planning to go about
addressing that in the foreign policy of
this government.  I have been to  forty-
nine countries in the last three years, and
there is not a single country that I have
been to where there is not a community
of people from that country back here.
When people ask you whether diversity
is an asset or a risk, the truth is that it
is both.  But actually in foreign policy
it is the greatest asset that we have.  If
you want to effect change in countries,
you do not just need governments who
are able to do business with them, you
need  communities  who  are  able  to
engage, and you need businesses who
are  able  to  invest,  you  need  business
links  and community  links  as well  as
government.  I  think  it  ought  to  be  a
source  of great  pride  for  us  that  we
have  sent  a  British-born  Bangladeshi
to   be   our  High   Commissioner   in
Bangladesh;   that  Matthew   Gould
who  is  an  enthusiastic  member  of
the  Reform  Jewish   community  in
Britain is going to Tel Aviv, to be the
representative  of Britain.  He  will  be
the representative of all the people of
Britain, wherever they pray, or even if
they do not pray at all. I think that that
notion  that  Britain  is  a  mirror  to  the
world is a very, very important part of
making sense of this chaotic landscape
that we face.

But  there  are  three  other  things
that I think are relevant to those three
parts of the world that we have to try
and  address  ourselves.  One  is  that  if
we are to be able to make progress  in

international  relations,  we  are  going
to  have  to  build  very,  very  different
coalitions  to  the  ones  we've  been
used  to  before.  Not  a  single  aspect
of  the  policy  problems  that  I  have
mentioned will be effectively addressed
unless there  is  an  alliance,  a coalition
between the West and Muslim majority
countries. You cannot solve any of the
problems that I have just run through
in the last ten or fifteen minutes unless
we have deeper co-operative relations,
not just between Britain and America,
or  Britain  and  Europe,  but  unless  we
are able to reach out to the Indonesias
of  this  world,   220  million  people,
unless we are able to forge a different
and  more  effective  relationship  with
the Pakistans of this world - going on
for 300  million people  in twenty-five
years  time  - we  are  not  going  to  be
able to  address these problems  at all,
never  mind  whether  or  not  to  forge
different and more profitable relations
with countries in the Middle East. The
first issue is the need for much broader
coalitions.We  need  to  establish  new
coalitions.  We  ned  to  hold  on  to  our
core   values,   but  nonetheless   find
common ground from which to build
together.

The second reflection is that foreign
policy   cannot  just  be   the  job   of
diplomats. What I mean is that everyone
is an ambassador in the modem world,
because the links that we have,  make
a difference in the communities that I
have talked about.  If foreign policy is
only about what is the secret diplomacy
of diplomats, then we are not going to
get the changes that we need.

And  the  third  thing  that  I  think  is
very important and has never happened
before, is that foreign policy needs the
consent  and  engagement  of  citizens
here  -  in  a  much  more  profound
sense  than  ever before.  That  is  why I
was tempted - and glad to  come here
- straight from Beijing.  I came to the
Movement  for  Reform  Judaism  and
have made a speech about international
relations because I wanted to give you a
reflection on the sort of issues that I have
to deal with day to day. And because we
need to  engage  our  citizens  here  in  a
way we never have before if we are to
build  alliances  and  make  progress  on
the  issue  of global  significance  `over
there'.  You,  as  Jews  `over  here'  will
want to ask me questions about Israel.
That is very important and I will do my
best to  answer your questions  as  fully
as I can. But I hope we can see that in
the context of the global questions and
challenges that I have described, in the
light of the major international  issues
that face us all I
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went to the United States from England
in 1902, he took with him the idea of a
modemist,  centrist traditional way  of
being  Jewish that differed  from both
Orthodoxy and Reform. The American
version was to be taught at the Jewish
Theological  Seminary  in New York
(JTS), which Schechter came to lead. It
was modelled on the famed institution
with the  same name  in Breslau,  now
Wroclaw,  in what was then Germany.
But when  he  created the  organization
that would bring together like-minded
congregations,  he  called  it the  United
Synagogue, just as  the  corresponding
body in London, because his "catholic
Israel" was to be of the same ilk.

The   late   Louis   Jacobs   would
explain his  association with American
Conservative  Judaism  not  because  he
necessarily agreed with all its practices,
but because he saw its British offshoot,
the  Masorti  movement,  as  the  true
heir  of what  the  United  Synagogue
had  been  when  he  first  knew  it,  but
alas  was  no  longer.  When the  current
Chancellor  of  JTS,  Arnold  Eisen,
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recently articulated his  vision  of what
American Conservative Judaism could
become, he pointed to Louis Jacobs as
one whose teachings should guide the
movement.

Eisen spoke at a two-day conference
last December at the Van Leer Institute
in  Jerusalem  called,  "Conservative
Judaism:   Halakhah,   Culture   and
Sociology." A similar event two years
earlier had looked at Reform Judaism,
and considered only the United States
and Israel.  This pattern was repeated.
Despite  the  historic  connection  and
the possible future vision, Britain was
hardly mentioned. The relative success
of  the  Masorti  movement  in  this
country and elsewhere outside America
was  largely  ignored.  But  much  was
said about the decline of Conservative
Judaism  in the  US  and  its  difficulties
in Israel.

Like the British model in its heyday,
the United Synagogue of Conservative
Judaism saw itself as the authentic heir
of a Rabbinic  Judaism that combined
fidelity to Jewish law with acceptance
of the  modem  world.  The  American
version often used the slogan ``Tradition
and Change." For much of the 20th cen-

tury, it was the leading Jewish religious
movement in the country and JTS one
of the  most  important  institutions  of
Jewish learning in the world.

A  decline  began  in  the   closing
decades  of the  last  century  and  the
trend  has  continued.  In  his  address,
Eisen identified several reasons: a shift
in demography as Jews no longer live
in  predominantly  Jewish  areas  and
therefore  are  less  likely  to  affiliate.
Ethnicity has ceased to be as important
as  it  once  was  in  the  United  States.
Religion  in  general  is  under  attack.
Many of those who stay religious move
to the right. And altogether Jews tend
to join groups that are not affiliated to a
particular denomination.

As Conservative and Refoml Judaism
are appealing to the same diminishing
"market,"  the  latter  has  been  more

successful because  of its flexibility  in
applying  Jewish  norms,  particularly
in  its  openness  to  mixed  and  same
sex  marriages.  Though  Conservative
Judaism   has   followed  Reform   in
ordaining  women  as  well  as  gay  and
lesbianrabbis,insteadofattractingmore
adherents, as was presumably expected,
it has  led to its  (small  c) conservative
wing moving elsewhere.  So in Canada
a number of congregations have left the
United Synagogue and created a body
of their own, which purports to be more
traditional. Many individuals who grew
up  Conservative  have joined  modem
Orthodox congregations.

Statistics suggest that the Union for
Refomi  Judaism  has  now  overtaken
the United Synagogue of Conservative
Judaism    as   the    largest   Jewish
denomination in America and that the
various  manifestations  of  Orthodoxy
are  gaining  new  adherents,   largely
because  their  member  families  have
more  children  but  also  because  they
have   received  defectors   from  the
other  movements,   particularly  the
Conservatives.

The  effect  of all  this  has  been that
Conservative  Judaism  in America has
moved  from the  centre  to  the  middle.
Whereas  in the past  it reflected  much
of the mainstream of Jewish life, today
it finds itself precariously in the middle
between Reform at one end and modem
Orthodoxy at the other. The pull in both
directions  puts  an  enormous  strain  on
the middle, and it shows.

In   Israel   this   is   is   somewhat
different.  There  neither  Reform  nor
Orthodoxy are the rivals of the Masorti
movement but seeming denominational
indifference.  This  manifests  itself  in
what  Israelis  call  secularism,  even  if
at  times  it  is  coupled  with  a  kind  of
non-religious  adherence  to  traditional
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rituals and a desire to study the sources
of Judaism.  So  while  few  Israelis  are
members  of  Masorti  congregations,
the  movement's  new prayer book has
been on the bestseller list in Israel for
months.

But whether secular or not,  Israelis
like  to  be  macho.  Though  Orthodox
Judaism  is  too  demanding  for  many,
its religious alternatives - be it Masorti
or  Reform  Judaism  -  are  seen  as
effeminate and therefore unacceptable.
Mixed  seating  may  be  tolerated,  but
women  rabbis  and  gays  and  lesbians
are  less  so.  Even  when  disinterested
in or hostile to religion,  many Israelis
are likely to regard only Orthodoxy as
authentic.

If  Masorti   and  Reform  Judaism
are  ever to  make  an  impact  in  Israel,
they need to combine forces. Each has
what  the  other  needs.  Refomi  has  a
considerable institutional presence and
profile  in  the  country,  while  Masorti
has more people on the ground.  It has
in  fact  twice  as  many  congregations
and probably many more members than
Reform. But, as several speakers at the
conference  suggested,   Conservative
rabbis in general, and those in Israel in
particular, tend to crave acceptance by
Orthodox authorities. To that end, they
often deliberately  distance themselves
from   Reform.   Reform  rabbis   are
usually  keen  to  make  common  cause
with the Masorti movement and argue
that  there  is  not  much  between  them
theologically  or  practically.   Their
Orthodox  opponents  seem  to  agree
and  usually  attack  both  with  equal
vehemence.

The issue is Halakhah. Conservative
Judaism   in   its   mainstream   self-
image  has  seen  itself as  an  authentic
exponent of Jewish law.  Its difference
from  Orthodoxy is  said to  be  only in
intexpretation.  The  tensions  between
the  lenient and the  stringent approach
within   contemporary   Orthodoxy
suggest, so the argument goes, that the
Conservative  way  is  close  to  modem
Orthodoxy in its more open and flexible
understanding  of  Halakhah.  In  fact,
in many places  in North America and
particularly in Canada the Conservative
movement sees itself as taking the place
of modem  Orthodoxy  as  the  latter  is
being  eroded  from  within  by  radical
right-wing elements.

Though there are differences within
Reform  Judaism  as  to  the  place  of
Jewish law, it is no longer anti-halakhic
but  perhaps  post-halakhic.  It  affirms
and  celebrates  observance,  but  it  has
often distanced itself from a rigid legal
framework. For a while it was possible
to  say  that  Reform  affirmed  halakhic
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criteria  in  matters  of  Jewish  status,
but with  the  acceptance  of patrilineal
descent  and  even  mixed  marriage,  as
well as same sex unions, that, too, has
changed. Conservatives point to this as
reasons  for resisting  cooperation  with
Reform.

Throughout  its  history  JTS   held

If Masorti and
Rof ;orm Judaism
are ever to make

an impact in Israel,
they need to combine

forces. Each has
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needs. Roform has
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to  the  stricter  halakhic  line  whereas
the  lay  members  of the  Conservative
movement were  in their practices  not
vastly  different  from  their  Reform
neighbours.Therabbisfoundthemselves
in between but leaning toward greater
observance.   That  gave  rise  to  the
notion  that  Conservative  synagogues
consisted  of  Refomi  members  who
prayed from Conservative prayer books
and  were  led  by  Orthodox  rabbis.
That  is  too  simplistic  a  profile.  But
judging by former members of Reform
congregations who attend Conservative
services  without  being  bothered  by
halakhic demands, and the Conservative
rabbis  whose  personal  practices  are
Orthodox,  the  characterization  may
nevertheless be apt.

ChancellorEisen'spresentationatthe
conference suggested that he may wish
to challenge the conventional image of
JTS. Instead of stressing only Halakhah
law,  he  spoke  more  about  Mitzvah,
commandment.  With  that  he  seemed
to imply that the broader and less rigid
scope of the latter may today be more
appropriate for Conservative Judaism.
He may be right.  But that is not very

different  from  what  many  exponents
of Reform Judaism  say.  The  question
is whether Conservative Judaism today
is  halakhic   in  the  Orthodox   sense
or  post-halakhic  in  the  wider  liberal
understanding  which  it  would  share
with much of Refomi Judaism, not least
in Britain.

When I worked in London I believed
that  British  Reform  and  American
Conservative  Judaism  had  enough  in
common  to  join  forces.  I  even  took
some  practical   steps.   But  it   soon
became obvious that the Conservatives
thought otherwise because they wanted
a  more  halakhic   image.  Thus  the
congregations  created  around  Louis
Jacobs after his break with the United
Synagogue  became  outposts  of  the
American  institution.   In  his  writing
and  in  his  teaching  Jacobs  wanted  to
bring  back  the  United  Synagogue  to
what it was when Solomon Schechter
knew it rather than allow it to imitate
its American namesake.

In retrospect,  I remain grateful that
my effort failed. For when I moved to
North  America  in  1983  my  romance
with   Conservative   Judaism   came
to  an  end.  Observing  the  Canadian
Conservative  constituents  I  realized
how untenable the once centrist position
had become. The conference at the Van
Leer Institute illustrated it and offered
a  less  than  cheerful  prognosis  for the
future.   Post-halakhic  Judaism  may
also be  on the way of becoming post-
denominational.

That  is  not  something  that  tbose
affiliated  to  a  religious  movement
have  reason  to  applaud.  The  trend
toward  post-denominational  Judaism
may be wholesome,  and the opemess
of  contemporary  Reform  has  moved
it closer to the  mainstream.  But what
was  once  occupied  by  the  centre  has
become, not least in Britain, an outpost
of  religious   intolerance   reflected
in  many  actions  of  today's  United
Synagogue and the pronouncements of
most of its rabbis.

The  best  way  to  counter  it  is  for
Jewish religious progressives -whether
they  fly  the  flag  of Masorti,  Refom
or  Liberal  -  to  work  together,  if not
formally  then  at  least  in  substance,
to  help   save  the  community  from
bigotry at one end of the spectrum and
indifference at the other. Some of it may
in fact already be happening .

RABBI DOW MARMUR was bor7z i.# Po/cz#d
in 1935. He trained for the rabbinate at the Leo
Baeck  College  and  served  congregations   in
London and Toronto. He now lives in Jerusalem
but divides his time between Israel and Canada.
He is one of the foremost Jewish theologians Of
his generation.
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Q: Where did your grandparents come
from and what do you remember of
them?

A: My  family  on  both  sides  arrived
in the  19th century rather than the
20th.  My  mother's  grandfather
came  over  from  Russia.  He  did
reasonably well  in business but his
wealth  was  dissipated  in  dowries
for  eight  daughters.  My  mother
showed  great  academic  promise
at  Manchester  High  in  the  1930s
but  the  combination  of war  and
marriage meant that she never went
to university. I never heard her once
complain but these days she would
undoubtedlyhavehadaprofessional
career. My father 's grandfather was
born just after his family arrived in
London  from Lithuania via Berlin,
when  my  great-grandmother was
forty-eight.  They moved to the US
and  then  moved  back  during  the
First World War. Not long after my
father  was  born,  my  grandfather
died  in  the  great flu  epidemic  of
1919  leaving  my  grandmother  to
bring  up  five  sons  in  Newcastle
through the  depression.  My father
was quite idealistic in his teens and,
amazingly as  a working-class Jew
from the north-east, managed to get
a commission in the Royal Navy in
1938.  During  his  leave  he  used to
go and work with Robert Henriques
in the East End Settlement. He had
a tough war in the Fleet Air Arm but
was  very proud of his  service and
was active in AJEX. He had his ups
and clowns in business but enjoyed
some success late in his life.

Q.. Do you have siblings and where are
you in the batting order?

A: I have an elder brother who finds it
highly amusing when people assume
he is younger than me.

Q; What sort  Of home irflwences were
there , religious , political, social?

A: We were a close family.  It was not
intellectual, in the sense of big ideas
being  discussed  around the  dinner
table, but there was a lot of political
talk and  interest  in current affairs.
My parents were active in the local
Jewish  community  but  most  of
my  friends,  with a couple  of large
exceptions, were not Jewish.

Q..Was  there  much  or  any  Jewish
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observance as  a child and was the
family `orthodox' or `progressive'?

A: We belonged to  an orthodox  syna-
gogue at Whitley Bay, which does
not exist any more. My brother and
I would go every Shabbat - without
us there would often not have been
a "z.77};cz#.  My mother kept a kosher
home but we were not particularly
strict. By the time I went to univer-
sity, Jewish identity was strong but
observance was in decline.

Q.. What were your Primary and Secon-
dary Schools like? Were there many
Jewish  children?  I  guess  not  in
Whitley Bay.

A: There were  no  Jewish kids  in  my
pretty grim primary school and about
three in total at my local grammar
school. Although I enjoyed English
and History most, I thought it would
be only responsible in career terms to
concentrate on sciences. This meant
that I struggled. If I had not had some
aptitude  for Maths  I  would  never
have got to university.

Q: Were you academically inclined from
the off?  What  decided your  career
path and was  it  an early  or later
decision?

A: Because I could not face any more
natural science, I decided to do social
science  at university.  I was  by this
time very interested in politics. So for
the first time I really started to enjoy
my  academic  work  and  I  became
more confident. This being the 1960s
I got drawn into a variety of radical
causes  and  was  an  active  young
liberal  -in  1970  I  was  president
of the  Union  of Liberal  Students.
I  soon  tired  of active  politics  and
concluded that I would like to have
an academic career. I had been a little
too political  at Manchester - there
was a big sit-in in early 1970 -so it
was wise for me to go to York, where
I was exposed to some very different
perspectives - although my mother
was appalled that I went to a city that
was considered bad for the Jews. An
old  interest  in  international  affairs
was rekindled there but that was not
York's strength.  My big break was
getting to Nuffield College, Oxford,
after being  accepted  for  interview
with  a  last minute  application.  My

contir"ed on next page



supervisoratOxfordwasSirMichael
Howard,  who  had  established the
Department of war Studies at King's
which I later came to run. From the
moment  in  1972  when  I  started to
read his books he became my role
model.  His  career was  a blend  of
the  historical  and  contemporary,
academically  detached yet  policy-
engaged  and  ready  to  take  on
administrative responsibilities. That
was the model I tried to follow. Very
few  people  were  going  into  war
studies at the time yet it struck me
as being a fascinating area in which
to work, of great policy importance
and with a range of career options.
So I made my choice and it worked
out well.

Q: You and your wife, Professor Judith,
met at Oxf;ord. Same course or same
coffee shop?

A: Going to  Oxford was  also  my big
break because  I  met Judith  in my
first week. She had just arrived as a
law undergraduate and I was starting
my  PhD.  We  met  at  a  Nuffield
College  disco  which  she  attended
by accident. "Brown Sugar" remains
our tune. We got married while she
was still an undergraduate.

Q; Do  you  talk  shop  when you  get
home?

A: As we work in two different cities
-  Judith  is  now  a  law  professor
at  Oxford - the  real  challenge  is
getting to the same home together.
Although we do not work in the same
institution or the  same field we  do
have sufficient in common at work
to be able to appreciate each other's
successes and frustrations and offer
advice.  Fortunately we  have  other
things to talk about as well.

Q; Do your two children, Sc[m and Ruth,
shareyouroryourwif;e'spredilection
for academic matters?

A: They  both  did  extremely  well  at
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university  and  have  intellectually
demandingjobsbutneitherwantedto
be an academic. Curiously, however,
they both have partners that do.

Q.. Your whole career has  been in the
field  Of war  and military matters.
Can you let it go when you get home
or does the state of the world trouble
you?

A: I  love  my  work  and  I  probably
spend too much time on  it.  It does
not just take  me  into the  study  of
actual warfare but also  attempts to
prevent wars  and then bring them
to  an  end.  I  am  much  more  of a
studentofstrategyandpolicy-making
than  a  proper  military  historian.
Nonetheless  I  spend much  of my
time  contemplating  matters  that
involve  human  suffering.  To  some
extent  it  is  only  possible  to  treat
such matters analytically by putting
the  pain  and  misery  to  one  side.
Otherwise  it  could  become  totally
overwhelming.  On the  other hand,
too  much  distance  carries  its  own
dangers and the human implications
get  forgotten.  Last  October  in  the
space  of one  week  I  had  meetings
with the  families  of soldiers  killed
in  Iraq  and  a  visit  to  Hiroshima,
including  a  discussion  with  a
survivor. I found both occasions very
moving.  When  I  am  dealing  with
contemporary  issues  I  do  my  best
to put them in context and try not to
get caught up too much in advocacy
of a  particular  policy,  although  I
often do not succeed in this. Looking
back, I think I have been more on the
button when I have just been trying
to  make  sense  of what is  going on
rather  than  arguing  a  position.  A
lot of my  career has  been  spent  in
academic  management.  Some  of
my proudest  achievements  are  not
related to my research and writing.
I helped to build up the Department
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It is a privilege to be part Of the Iraq
Inquiry. Beyond that I am not going

to say any more.

of War  Studies  at  King's  so  that
it  is  now  an  international  leader
in  the  field.  I  also  established the
College's  School  of Social  Science
and  Public  Policy  and  as  Vice-
Principal negotiated the acquisition
of the East Wing of Somerset House.
A lot of academies  do their best to
avoid  "administration"  but  I  have
always derived real satisfaction from
being  able  to  support the  research
and teaching of others as well as get
on with my own.

Q.. What did being the Official Historian
Of the Falklands  Campaigri mean?
Who  appoints  such  a writer  and
does this allow full autonomy in the
writing?

A: Being  an  official  historian  simply
means  that you  are  asked to  write
a history with full access to  all the
archives and a chance to interview
key players. There are certain sensi-
tivities,  particularly  with regard to
intelligence,  but  it  is  understood
that you have to be independent in
the  analysis.  I  was  never asked to
follow a political line. Some people
found  significance  in  that  I  was
appointed  by  Tony  Blair,  but  in
fact  all  the  negotiations  had  been
completed while  John  Major was
Prime Minister. In practice it was a
great opportunity to provide a full
account  of an  important  event  in
British political and military history.
In a couple of years the papers from
1982 will be available to everybody
so  I  expect my work will then be
challenged by other historians who
will have their own interpretations
of events.  That  is  how  it  should
be.

Q.. How  do you view the  Middle  East
corfllct - is it just another hotspot?
You  obviously find  it  of specific
interest in view Of your 2009 prizes
i;oryourbook`AChoiceOfEnemies:
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America  Confronts  the  Middle
East.,

A: I  have  followed  the  Middle  East
closely  for  some  time  because  so
many  of the  key  conflicts  of the
last four decades  have been in and
around  the  region.  I  do  not  claim
to  be  a  Middle  Eastern  specialist
which is why my book looked at the
region through the filter ofAmerican
foreign policy.  My  basic  objective
was to produce an account that would
not  be  read  as  partisan  and  could
demonstrate  the  complex  linkages
between  the various  conflicts.  It  is
in the  end  a depressing  story  from
which few emerge well.

Q.. Do you feel that others in your field
question your ability as a Jew to be
objective  about  Israel,  bearing  in
mind the uxpleasant question raised
byonepoliticianaboutyourplaceon
the Iraq Inquiry?

A: It is rare for a Jew to have no views
on the Middle East, although being a
Jew mandates no particular position.
People have said a lot of things about
me with regard to the  Iraq Inquiry
and I have decided it is best to ignore
them. Of course I get irritated when
people assume my views from things
they think they know about me, like
my  religion,  without  bothering  to
readwhat1havewrittenwhichmight
have given them more reliable clues.
I have learnt not to get upset about
ephemeral commentary and also not
to Google myself.

Q:Have  you  had  any  relationship
with the  Rabbi  or  management  at
Wimbledon which you have found
of value?

A: Both  my  wife  and  I  came  from
orthodox backgrounds. We had not
given much thought to Reform but
this  was  our  local  sfeaf/  so  we  got
in  touch  with  Danny  Smith  who
was then the Rabbi  at Wimbledon.

He  completely  won  us  over.  We
now have many good friends in the
community  though  we  are  some
way  from  being  its  most  active
members.

Q.. Was your place on the Iraq Inquiry
interesting  or  were  the  answers
completely predictable?

A: It is a privilege to be part of the Iraq
Inquiry. Beyond that I am not going
to say any more.

Q..As  a war  historian you  are  in  a
profession that will never be short
Of work. `Tik:hun Olan, ' repair Of the
world,  is  an objective  Of Judaism.
What is your take on society, broken
or repcirable?

A: There are enormous problems facing
this  generation  but  then  I  think
of my parents  living  through  the
depression and war. My generation
was  pretty  lucky,  though the  cold
war  cast  its  shadow.  Because  of
my  work  I  am  all  too  aware  of
things that could go terribly wrong
in  the  future,  whether because  of
terrorism, nuclear weapons, climate
change,  more  traditional  forms  of
conflict or something of which we
are  currently  quite  unaware.  But
visiting Hiroshima, which is now a
thriving city, was also an important
lesson  in  human  resilience.  The
worse thing is to succumb to fatalism
and  believe  that  nothing  can  be
done.  One  of the great advantages
of working in a university is regular
contact with students. They seem as
lively and engaged now as they did
when I started teaching. Also having
become  a grandfather for the first
time this year I am in a more positive
moodl

BARRY  HYMAN,  o#ce  o/A4czrds  &  fpe7zce#
is   a  former  PR  Consultant  to  RSGB   and
continually  advocates  for  Radlett  &  Bushey
Ref arm Synagogue where he is Vilce President.
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S0 JACOB, IT SEEMS,  IS TO
get it all. He has encountered God,
and then gone on to meet the girl

of his dreams.  Despite the beginnings
of his story, the deception of his father,
the stealing from his brother, it seems
that his will turn out to be happy ever
after.

But  biblical  narrative  is  never  so
simple.  In any good  story,  a character
with  such  a  dubious  nature  must  get
his just  desserts.  Instead  of beautiful
Rachel,   Jacob   is  tricked  into   first
marrying  Leah,  a  woman  with  weak
eyes.  The  man  who  stole  from  his
brother by deceiving his father is now
himself deceived.

Even so, those with a sense ofjustice
are far from reassured. For it is not only
Jacob  who  is to  suffer,  the women  in
his  life  will  also  be  affected.  Leah  is
destined to live in a marriage without
love.  When  finally  Jacob  is    able  to
marry Rachel, she is unable to conceive,
suffering the pain of watching her sister
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produce  child  after  child  while  she
remains barren. The torment of Rachel
is almost unbearable. In one of the most
powerful, most hearthreaking, verses in
the Torah, she calls out to her husband:
"Give me children, or I shall die".

In  her  pain,  Rachel  speaks  for
generations of women, and of men, who
have been unable to have children, for
many hundreds of couples today who
are  unable to  do  so.  In fact,  Rachel's
words  speak  not  for  hundreds  but
for  thousands.  The  numbers  affected
by  infertility  in  modem  society  are
staggering.  Infertility  is  estimated  to
affect around one  in seven couples  in
the UK. Although a majority of these
are eventually able to conceive without
medical   intervention,   a  significant
minority  can  not.  Infertility  is,  after
pregnancy  itself,  the  most  common
reason  why  women  aged  between
20  and 45  see  their  doctor.  If we  add
the   estimated   90,000   women  who
experience  miscarriage  each  year,  the
cry  of F`achol  -  "Give  me  children,
or  /  sfecr//  c7z.e"  -should  be  almost
deafening.

Yet  it  is  not,  for  unlike  those  who
suffer  other  forms  of  loss,  or  more
visible medical complaints, the pain of
those who suffer childlessness is often
a  hidden  one.  Their  voice  is  rarely
heard. Nowhere is this more true than
in the Jewish world. Given the story of
Rachel, and of other `barren' women in
the Torah,  it would be  hoped that the
Jewish  community  would  provide  a
haven for these couples, that ours would
be a community which can empathise
with the pain of women and men unable
to  conceive.   But  this  has  not  been
the  case.  It  is  widely  recognized  that
being  without  children  in  the  Jewish
community  is  especially difficult,  and
the  attitude  of  our  formative  texts
does not help.  While the bible tells of
the  pain  of female  characters  unable
to  conceive,  from  Sarah  through  to
Hannah, ultimately in almost all cases
they do manage to have children - with
the help of God.

So  it  is  hardly  a  surprise  that  in
rabbinic literature fertility is understood
as   being   in   the   control   of  God.
According to the Babylonian Talmud,
God  holds  the  key to  three  things:  to
the  resurrection  of the  dead,  to  rain,
and to  childbirth. The A4}c7rczs%  asks in
relation to the infertility of Rachel, why
were the matriarchs barren? Its answer
is  far  from  satisfactory:  Because  the
Holy One yeams for their prayers and
supplications  (Bereshit  Rabbah  45:4).
Other  fflJ.c7rczs¢z.777  extend  this  logic  to
all and imply that those who are unable
to conceive are somehow being tested,
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or purified through their  suffering,  so
that they will be  able to meet  God.  It
is  an  incredibly  unhelpful  tradition,
yet  one  that  remains  current  in  some
parts of our community. It utterly fails
to  respond  to  the  psychological  and
physical  toll  that  childlessness  places
on many in our communities.

If the oggrc7ofe, the lore, is unhelpful,
the   fecz/czkfeczfe,   the   law,   also   fails   to

provide  comfort  for  those  unable  to
have children. Indeed, it exacerbates the
pain,  for it is primarily concerned not
with the experience of childlessness but
with the inability of men in this situation
to  fulfil  their  religious  obligation,  to
fulfil the biblical injunction p 'r" a/r 'vz4
- to  be  fruitful  and  multiply.  So,  the
Adz.sfe7zczfe tells  us  that if after ten years
a marriage has not produced children,
a man may not duck his responsibility
any longer but must attempt to procreate
with another woman (Yevamot 6:6). In
cultureswherepolygamywaspermitted,
this ruling led to men taking additional
wives.  In Ashkenaz,  European  Jewry
where polygamy was banned in Jewish
law, childlessness would lead inevitably
to   divorce.   The   fecz/czkfeczfe   is   that  the
`ten-year  count'  is  reset  in  cases  of

miscarriage,  and  so  Jewish  women,
right  into  the  modem  age,  have  been
forced  to   simulate  pregnancy  and
miscarriage  in  order  to  keep  their
marriages together. There are plenty of
accounts  of  couples  being  ostracised
within  the  Orthodox  world  for  their
refusal to separate in response to their
childlessness.

Only   in   the   area   of   medical
intervention  can  it  be  said  that  ours
is  a  tradition  that  is  an  ally  of  the
childless.  IVF,  though only IVF using
one's own genetic material, is actively
encouraged in Jewish law. Yet even this
is a double edged sword. The liberalism
of  fecz/czk/eczfe  here,  wonderful  as  it  is,
comes out of the great emphasis placed
on procreation as  an  obligation in our
tradition.  The  pressure  on  women  to
repeatedly undergo sometimes painful
and exhausting intervention is therefore
enormous.  \Vhere  such treatments fail
to work, as they often do, the suffering
is even greater.

It  is  not  a  great  story  so  far.  But
while  our  traditional  texts  might  not
respond well to the pain of modem day
Rachels, there is no reason that we can
not.  As  an  intellectual  movement  we
can, with total integrity, free ourselves
from  the  traditional  obsession  with
procreation,   which  puts   additional
pressure  on those unable  or unwilling
to have children. We can acknowledge
that within oz/r narrative this demand to
produce children no  longer carries the
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potency it once had. We can recognise
that  the  injunction  to  be  fruitful  and
multiply  is  one  that  collectively  we
have  already  fulfilled.  As  the  human
race we have surely already responded
to  the  words  of Isaiah:  "God  did  not

There is a tendency
to view the presence

Of these young
families with

children as a mark
Of our success . Yet
we must be caroful
riot to exclude those
whose f ;amilies take

a diff ereut f ;orm.
Tire must be wary Of
contributing to the

pain Of the childless ,
as Leah did to the

pain Of her sister, Of
inadrertently adding

to the tormerit by
celebrating our own
communal f ;ertt]tty.

create  [the  world]  a  void,  but  formed
it  for habitation".  Having  children,  or
not, should no longer be seen in terms
of religious obligation.

As   a  community,  too,   we  must
respond to the voice  of Rachel.  Many
of the  synagogues  in  the  Progressive
movements   are   blessed  with  large
numbers of children. There is a tendency
to  view  the  presence  of these  young
families with children as a mark of our
success.  Yet  we  must  be  careful  not
to  exclude  those  whose  families  take
a different form. We must be wary of
contributing to the pain of the childless,

as Leali did to the pain of her sister, of
inadvertently adding to the torment by
celebrating our own communal fertility.
Rather we must ask ourselves whether
we are doing enough to give meaningful
roles and provide opportunities to those
without  children.  These  include  those
unable  to  conceive   as  well   as  the
increasing number who choose not to
have children. Are there sufficient entry
points  into  synagogue  life  for  those
who do not -by choice or through tears
-take the route of kindergarten, cheder,
and Bar or Bat Mitzvah?

Most importantly, as individuals we
must be sensitive to the psychological
trauma of those unable to have children.
The well meaning but hurtful comments
haunt the childless:  `Still no children?'
`When are you planning to have kids?'

Or, indeed, for couples who have had a
child but are unable to have a second:
`When will number two be on the way? '

We  simply  do  not  know  whether  the
woman sitting next to us in synagogue
or  the  man  to  whom  we  are  chatting
at  a  fa.c7d#sfe,  has  been  trying  to  con-
ceive,  has experienced miscarriage,  or
has been through round after round of
fertility  treatment  without  success.  A
777z.c7rczsfe on the story of Hannah tells us
that even as she suffered her husband's
other wife, Peninah used to taunt her,
saying:  "Is  it  not time  to  get the  kids
ready for school? Is it not time to go and
pick  them  up  (Mz.c7rcrs¢  Shmuel  5)?"
Unlike Peninah, we may not intend to
taunt, but we must be wary of doing so
inadvertently  by  making  assumptions
about what families should look like.

The  Bible  recognises  that  in  the
matriarchs'  inability  to  have  children
they are, as Rachel cries out, `as if they
are dead'. It is a metaphor that springs
from  the  deep  psychological  toll  that
infertility  and miscarriage take  on the
individual.  The  way  our tradition  has
evolved has not helped to ease that pain,
nor have our communities done so. Yet
we can, by not planning whenever we
schedule an event that the hook will be
our young.  We  can,  by  not  assuming
that  the  word   `family'  must  mean
children,  and  by  recognising  that,  for
many among us, childlessness is a stage
in the life journey which deserves and
demands recognition.

In  another  traditional  analogy;  the
barren woman is compared to a building
demolished.   Together  we  have  the
power to rebuild I

RABBI   JOSH   LEVY   I.a   cz   rczbbz.   a/  j4/);fA
(North Western Reform Synagogue). He believes
passionately  in  the  importance   of  rabbinlc
literature  in  progressive  Judaism  and  that  we
should grapple with even the most challenging Of
ourformativetexts.
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The book received a rave review in The New York Times
from Harold Bloom, who applauded Julius f;or the immensity

Of his achievement in exposing the `English literary and academic
establishment, which essentially opposes the right Of the state
Of Israel to exist, while indelging in the hambuggery that its

anti-Zionism is not cmti-Semitism. '

TRIALS OF THE DIASPORA:
A HISTORY OF ANTI-SEMITISM

IN ENGLAND
by Anthony Julius,

Oxford University Press, 2010,
ISBN 978-0-19-929705-4, hb, £25.00

SOME TWENTY FIVE YEARS
ago  I interviewed the  late Abba
Eban  for  a  proposed  Gc/cz7ic7z.cz#

profile.  `Interviewed'  is  perhaps  too
precise a description of any conversation
with  Israel's  former  foreign  minister.
The  interviewer was  not there to  ask
questions in a conventional sense, but,
like  a  comic's  straight man,  to  feed
openings  for an  extended monologue
of wide-ranging  wit  and  acuity from
Eban, designed to show how brilliant he
was. The only other person I have met
who used the same solipsist technique
of monologue  not  dialogue  quite  so
blatantly  was  Rabbi  Gunther  Plaut,
the  author  of what  has  come  to  be
known  in  Progressive  synagogues  as
`The  Plaut Torah',  when  for  so  long

it was mistakenly attributed to Moses.
In the same vein, George Steiner once
remarked about the play that its author
insists  should  be  called  `Wesker's
Sky/ock' that he had always thought it
was  Shakespeare who had created the
character.

Back to Eban. I asked him whether he
agreed with those Likud politicians, led
by  Menachem  Begin,  who  dismissed
criticism  of  Israel  as  anti-Semitism
masquerading  as  anti-Zionism.  Eban
snorted and launched into an amusing
broadside   against   Jewish   defence
organisations in the USA, in particular
the Anti-Defamation League, which in a
country where we were more populous,
settled,  self-confident,  wealthy  and
influential  than  ever  before  in  our
history,  raised  and  spent  millions  of
dollars  annually  on  bothering  about
alleged  defamatory  remarks  against
Jews by Southern preachers or hillbilly
bigots.

Anthony Julius has become our own,
one-man  Anti-Defamation  League,

UK.  He  has  set  himself the  task  of
exposing  every  anti-Jewish  reference,
banal or baneful, from mediaeval times
to the present. This is in support of his
thesis,  expounded  over  588  pages  of
dense  text  plus  almost  two  hundred
more of exhaustive notes, that there is
something malign in the current attacks
on Jews and the State of Israel, due to
`the  persistence  in  this  country  of an

obdurate, harsh anti-Semitism resistant
both  to  reason  and  considerations  of
decency.'

A  strong   indictment,   somewhat
vitiated  by  Julius's  own  account  of
what  first  alerted  him,  as  an  eleven
year old, to the ubiquitous nuances of
anti-Semitism.  He was  accompanying
his  father  and  Arthur,  a  non-Jewish
business  associate,  on  a train journey.
The  two  grown-ups  were  chatting
amicably,  until Arthur said something
along  the  lines  that  his  daughter  had
a  special  friend,  a  Jewish  child,  and
`1 must say, the child has got the most

beautiful marmers. '
What a traumatic  early exposure to

anti-Semitism.   My  generation,   over
a  decade  older,  was  made  of stemer
stuff.  I  recall  that  the  PT  teacher  at
my Manchester primary school would
simplify  picking  teams  for  football
by  dividing  us  up  into  Jews  versus
Christians  -  or  `Yids  against  Yoks'
as  we  Jewish  boys  called  it  -  and  it
was  a  dare  amongst  us  who  would
respond  loudest  to  our  teacher  Miss
Fisher's  `Good  Morning,  children'  by
substituting a P for the F in our `Good
moming, Miss Fisher' back.

Reading  for  the  English  Tripos  at
Cambridge intensified Julius's sense of
alienation. There was no course in the
syllabus  on  anti-Semitism  in  English
literature.

But it is at Law - despite Jews being
disproportionately  represented  in  the
higher  echelons  of  the  profession
and  Julius  a  spectacularly  successful
example  -  that  he  has  experienced
most keenly the prejudice that dares not
speak its  name.  He represented Diana

in  her  divorce  from  Prince  Charles.
After indulging in  some trite  analysis
of her  character and revealing  details
of conversations  that  perhaps  should
have remained confidential  even after
her  death,  Julius  complains  that  in
its  coverage  of  the  case  the  media
resorted to veiled stereotypical clich6s
about  him.  He  was  an  `outsider'  not
`Establishment'.   He  was   a  `Jewish

intellectual ' who supported the Labour
party.   While  his   background  was
middle-middle  class,  Prince  Charles's
lawyer was upper-class, bridge-playing
Fiona Shackleton, a partner in the Royal
Family's  law  firm.  An  anonymous
Cambridge  don  who  had  taught  him
opined  that  Julius  would  get  `lots  of
money'  for  his  client.  The  re/egrczpfe
was forced to issue a public apology for
these snide and pejorative references.

All  genuinely  unpleasant,  but  here
is a little story that provides a different
perspective. Fiona Shackleton is pretty,
blonde and blue-eyed. She also happens
to be a member of the Cousinhood, one
of the  Salmon-Gluckstein  family  and
is sure to have beautiful manners.  She
told me recently that when  she had a
preliminary meeting with Julius about
the divorce he was coldly hostile, until
she  cracked  a  Jewish  joke.   `1  never
knew you were Jewish,' he exclaimed,
and thereafter was amiably pleasant. It
is not only anti-Semites who stereotype
Jews.

In this country reviewers have been
lukewarm in their response to Julius's
bulky tome, without quite daring to say
how  tediously  and  repetitively  over-
stated it is, presumably for fear of being
branded  anti-Semitic.  Significantly,  it
has been more enthusiastically received
in the US. There, where some oflsrael's
defenders  have  had  no  qualms  about
labelling  Nelson  Mandela,  Desmond
Tutu  and  Barack  Obama  as   anti-
Semites,  it  received  a  rave  review  in
The  New  York  Times  from  Harold
Bloom,   who   applauded  Julius   for
the  immensity  of  his  achievement

continued on next page
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An aristocratic country house guest Of winston
Churchill 's father who inquires :  `What, Lord Randolph,

you have not brought your Jewish friends? '
No' , he replies, `1 did not think they would be

amused by your company. '

in   exposing   the   `English   literary
and  academic  establishment,  which
essentially opposes the right of the state
of Israel to exist, while indulging in the
humbuggery that its anti-Zionism is not
anti-Semitism.'  Philip  Roth  provided
a  dustcover  encomium,  in  return  for
Julius  having  borrowed  his  title  from
the  final  epigraph  in  Roth's  novel
`OperationShylock'.

It  was   Bloom,   a  noted   literary
critic,  who  picked  up  on  something
that the English reviews  I read  failed
to  recognise.  This  is  a  book  of  two
different  parts.  The  first,  and  by  far
the  best,  is  a  perceptive  analysis  of
literary  anti-Semitism  from  Chaucer's
` Prioresses Tale' , through Shakespeare,

Marlowe  and  Dickens  to  Belloc  and
Chesterton,  to  Julius'  own  bG/e  7?oz.re,
that great poet but primly constipated
anti-Semite, T. S. Eliot.

The  much  larger,  and  inferior,  part
is  a  mind-numbing  trawl  through  a
bewildering  variety  of anti-Semitisms
and   anti-Zionisms,   which   Julius
categorises  in  pseudo  anthropological
jargon  that  is,  perhaps,   a  winking
parody   of  notorious   19th   century
purveyors of race theory like Gobineau
or  Houston   Stewart  Chamberlain.
There  is  rational  enmity  against  the
Jews,  irrational  enmity  against  the
Jews,  Jews  as  irrational  enemies  of
Jews,  oppositionist  Jews,  progressive
anti-Semitism,  the  new  anti-Zionism
as  anti-Semitism, Anglo-Muslim  anti-
Zionism,  Anglo-Jewish  anti-Zionism
and Anglo-Christian  anti-Zionism,  all
sub-divided into sections.

Most  baffling  of  all  is  the  section
on   `Types   of  English  anti-Semitic
intellectual',  where  Julius   solemnly
identifies Types A, 8, 81, 82, C, and D.
Not bad for a country hardly famed for
the pulsating variety of its  intellectual
life, or indeed, for anything but a low
grade,  ignorantly boorish, c7c7 ¢o777z.7ze"
kind  of  anti-Jewish  prejudice,  as  in
the story about the aristocratic country
house  guest  of  Winston  Churchill's
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father  who   inquires:   `What,   Lord
Randolph, you have not brought your
Jewish friends?' `No', he replies, `1 did
notthinktheywouldbeamusedbyyour
company.'

But for all these minute dissections,
the best that Julius  can come up with
by  way  of a  definition  is:  `By  "anti-
Semitism"  I  understand,  first,  beliefs
about Jews or Jewish projects that are
both false and hostile, and secondly, the
injurious things  said to  or about Jews
or their projects,  or  done  to  them,  in
consequence of those beliefs. ' This does
not  add  greatly  to  the  sum  of human
knowledge.

Personally,  I  think  that  in  seeking
so  sedulously  to  detect  and  analyse
every  mutant  strain  of anti-Semitism
and anti-Zionism, Julius is barking up
the wrong tree. Things have moved on.
Hair-splitting  about  who  is  or  is  not
anti-Semitic  and whether  or not  anti-
Zionist rhetoric  is  a new variation on
the oldest hatred,  is twenty five years
out of date.

In  a  brilliant  recent  lecture,  Diana
Pinto,  one  of  the  most  perceptive
commentators   on   contemporary
Jewish  trends,  painted  a  picture  of
Western  societies  that  have  travelled
from  anti-Semitism  -  no  longer  a
respectable  option after the Holocaust
-  through  philosemitism  -  solemn,
kippah-wearing  national  leaders  at
remembrance   services   and  public
memorials;  all  those  books,  films  and
plays  about  the  Jewish  experience  in
Europe;  even  the  vogue  for  Jewish
cuisine  and  using  Yiddish  words  in
conversation and modish  articles - to
what she defines as crse77?J.fz.sin. That is, a
response that is neither pro nor anti, but
treats  `the Jews' in a far calmer, more
detached  manner,  as  a  group  which
definitely  `belongs'  in each  individual
country,   its   rights   and  protection
safeguarded  by  law,  but  which  is  to
be  treated  on  equal  terms  with  every
other civic minority. The special status
once   conferred  on  us,   historically

by  Christian  legislatures  before  the
Enlightenment,  and in the recent past
by secular goverrments in the aftermath
of the Holocaust, is being replaced by a
new indifference -`indifference' to be
understood in its original etymological
sense  of not according  importance  to
`difference'.  Instead,  Jewishness  is no

longer  regarded  as  being  unique,  but
one of several pluralist settings in the
modem,  multicultural  world.   In  an
era of globalisation we are no  longer
the  only  Diaspora people.  We  are  no
longer  the  only  central  minority.  As
an  illustration,  European  politicians
today  are  much  more  exercised  over
`the  Muslim  Question'  than  they  are

by  `the  Jewish  Question'.  We  have
to   learn  to  time-share  with  other
cultural   identities   and  their   own
demands  for  recognition  and  special
treatment. To the perplexed bafflement
of Jewish  communal  institutions  and
their  leadership,   used  to   exerting
discreet pressure behind the scenes in
the time-honoured way, we are losing
our  special  status  and  influence,  and
must adjust accordingly.

Anti-Semitism, in whichever one of
the myriad forms that Julius puts under
the microscope, is a despicable ideology.
So  too  is  anti-Zionism  if,  rather than
judging  every  conflagration  involving
Israel on its merits, it questions instead
why  Israel  alone  among  nearly  two
hundred  member  states  of the  United
Nations has the right to exist. But did it
really need a book of over 800 pages to
make the point?

Julius  concludes:  `Anti-Semitism is
a sewer. This is my second book on the
subject and I intend it to be my last. ' To
which this punch-dnmk reader can only
murmur a heartfelt `Amen' .

DAVID  J  GOLDBERG  is  Emerz.Jz/s  Jiabbz.  o/
The  Liberal  Jewish  Synagogue,  having  served
the  congregation from  1975  -2004.  By  a  neat
irony,  his  next book will be published by Faber
& Faber -the frm of which T. S. Eliot was once
a Director.
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CHABAD AND ITS PARALLEL
- CHRISTIANITY

Daniel Kessler

THERE HAVE BEEN QUITE A
numb er ofMes sianic movements
within Judaism.  Two  of them

sharetheexceptionalqualityofsurviving
the death of their Messiali: Christianity
and Chabad. We know relatively little
about the way Christianity developed
from  a  small  group  of followers  of
a  Galilean  preacher,  to  a  thriving
Messianic  movement convinced that
the death of its Messiah did not affect
his  ability to  bring redemption.  But
the  Chabad movement is  developing
before  our  eyes.  Whilst much  of its
more interesting theology is still being
developedintheclosed);esfez.vofofNew
York's  Crown Heights,  Israel's Kfar
Chabad and London's  Stamford Hill,
I believe we are getting a glimpse  of
how a Jewish sect is able to proclaim
the existence of the Messiali even after
his worldly death.

The  Chabad Lubavitch]  Movement
is  now  estimated  to  have  over  half
a  million  followers.  In  2001  half of
the  Orthodox rabbis  in England were
Chabad2.  A  Chassidic  sect,  it  was
established by Shneur Zalman of Liadi
(1745 -1812), and initially lacked any
significant messianic content. The first
Lubavitcher  Rebbe's  great  work,  the
Tanya,focuseson"themindcontrolling
the  emotions"  and  it  mentions  the
Messiah only twice in its 53 chapters3.

The   transition   from   a  typical
Chassidic sect to a Messianic one came
after the  Holocaust.  It  arose  out  of a
needtoexplainthe`absence'ofGodand
to give hope to its believers in a time of
spiritual crisis. The solution was to view
historyinthelightofateleologicalgoal
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of redemption. The  sixth Lubavitcher
Rebbe,  Yosef Yitzchak  Schneersohn
(1880-1950)   used  messianic   ideas
to  explain  the  suffering  he  saw  in
C ontinental Europ e :

"Every Jew should remember that it is
not the people of Israel who  are dying,
God  forbid,  but  it  is  the  world  giving
birth to twins - a new Jewish people and
a new land of Israel are being born. . .the
birth pangs have started but will not last
long"4.
Citing  the  Talmudic  principle  that

the Messiah was born on the day of the
Temple's Destruction5, the Sixth Rebbe
created  an  apocalyptic  perception  of
history and gave hope to its followers
who had been struggling to understand
God's  apparent  inaction  during  the
S¢oczfe.  It was impossible for the Jews
tobesufferingwithoutsomeunderlying
purpose, and so each historical disaster
was translated into a source of hope for
redemption.

After the  end of the  Set;ond World
War,  when  the  Messiah had  still  not
come,  the  Sixth  Rebbe  turned  his
fervour towards evangelising:  Chabad
houses were established across Europe
as open spaces for the local community
and  for  travelling  Jews  to  receive
hospitality.  Tremendous  effort  was
put  into  bringing  non-religious  Jews
back  into  Orthodoxy  with  significant
success. Chabad thrived on its intake of
Jews who re-found their religious faith
and started practising their religion.

The  seventh  Lubavitcher  Rebbe,
Menachem Mendel Schneerson (here-
inafter  just  `the  Rebbe'),  did  not
conceive  of  an  eighth  leader  to  the
movement6.  Instead  he  declared  `Re-

demption is close, 1iterally' and that the
Messiah was coming in their lifetimes.
His  messianic  message  crescendoed
through  his  career:  beginning  with
"the coming of our righteous Messiah

is literally close" in the  60s, rising to
"Behold. Behold. The Messiah comes"

in the 70s,  "Messiah now." in the 80s
and  in  1991  "The  completion by the
hands  of our  Righteous  Messiah  is
at the  end  of this  year  [5751]  of his
Kingdom." Schneerson left the identity
of the Messiah hidden.  His  followers
had voiced beliefs that their very own
Rebbe was the Messiah since the 70s,
but Schneerson had refused in the 70s
and early 80s to publically accept the
title  `Messiah',  and rebuked them.  It
was only in the 90s, the Rebbe having
been incapacitated by a stroke, that the
Messianic  Chabadniks  were  able  to
proclaim him to  be  `Melech hamash-
iach', under the leadership  of R. Yoel
Kahan and R. Shmuel Butman.

Following the Rebbe's death in 1994
the  Messianic  movement  continued.
It  is  my  opinion  that  the  majority
of  the  Chabad  community  today
are  Messianic,  although  they  may
conceal their opinions in face of public
disapproval.  This  holds  even  for  the
English  Lubavitch  community:  in  a
letter to the Jewish Chronicle the Vice-
President  of the  Chabad  Cormunity
Centre  in  Oldfield  Street,  N16  wrote
that  "every  true  Lubavitcher"  is  a
Messianist7.  Unquestionably there  are
Messianic  communities  in  Brooklyn,
in Kfar Chabad and in Stamford Hill,
and  in  the  rest  of this  essay  I  shall
focus  entirely  on  those  Jews  who
firmly believe that Menachem Mendel
Schneerson  was  and  is  the  Messiah
described  by  the  Rambam  in  his
Thirteen Articles of Faith.

I  have  identified  four  stages  that
transformed Chabad from its state in the
80s, when the Rebbe was alive, to the
state I believe them to be in now.

Stage I: Ambiguity about the
Identity of the Messiah, while the
Rebbe was still alive.

Menachem Mendel Schneerson was
extremely ambivalent as to his role and
position as Rebbe and as Messiah. He
armounced in 1985:

I will not be troubled if one will translate
`Moshiach'  literally,  i.e.  the  righteous

Moshiach, since that is indeed the truth.
The  leader of the generation is  in fact
Moshiach of the generation8.
Combined with his Messianic drive,

and his  anbiguity  as  to  the name  of
the  Messiah,  it  is  not  surprising  that
his  followers  proclaimed  him  to  be
Messiah,  and  `crowned' him  `Melekh
haMoshiah'.  Whilst  it  is  true  that  in



the  70s  and  80s  he  suppressed  the
message,  his  rebukes  were  never
wholly  successful,  primarily  because
his  objection  was  to  any  distraction
from  the  message  of Hasidut  and
Chabad, and not an outright denial that

There is a striking
parallel with early
Christianity. Jesus
does not declare
himself to be the

Messiah in any Of the
synoptic gospels and

calls himself. the " son of.
Mcan" in John 9 : 37 .

he was the Messiah. V\thether or not the
Rebbe  saw himself as  the Messiah is
a controversial topic, but he  certainly
did not publicly destroy all  doubts  of
his hidden identity. Although it is tnre
that the belief in his  messianic  status
became most public when Schneerson
was   incapacitated   and  unable  to
respond, he made no statement in the
early  `90s  to  dissuade  his  followers
who  were  becoming  bolder  in  their
assertions9.  For  example,  in  March
1992,  his  followers,  led  by  Rabbi
Shlomo Ezagui, felt confident enough
to  publish  billboards  in  Palm  Beach
County,  Mialni,  declaring his  statusl°
and  no  response  was  made  by  the
Rebbe in New York. The chant known
as  the   `Yechi'  was  first  sung:  "j;e%z.
adoneinu  rabeinu  u'moreinu  melekh
ha moshiah l'olc[i'n va'ed"  (TjcingHIve
our master, our Rabbi, our Teacher, the
King  Messiah  forever').  This  chant,
which was to become the slogan of the
Messianic Chabadniks, was first voiced
in  1991,  and  the  Rebbe  was  seen  to
wave approvingly in responsell.

On  this  aspect,  there  is  a  striking
parallel  with  early  Christianity.  Jesus
does  not  declare  himself to  be  the
messiah in any of the synoptic gospels
and  calls  himself the  "son  of Man"
in  John  9:37.   `Christos',  the  Greek
translation  of  `Moshiah',  appears  as
a name, rather than as a title, in early
New Testament literaturet2. Many refer
to the  `Messianic  Secret' where Jesus
openly tells his followers not to discuss
his  status  openly.  For  example  Mark
8:27-30 reports:

Jesus  and his  disciples  went  on to  the
villages around Caesarea Philippi. On the
way he asked them, "Who do people say
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I am?" They replied, "Some say John the
Baptist; others say Elijah; and still others
say you are, one of the prophets." "But
what about you?" he asked. "Who do you
say I aln?" Peter answered, "You are the
Messiah." Jesus waned them not to tell
anyone about him.

Since  all  of the  New  Testament
literature  was  written  after  the  death
of Jesus, it interprets Jesus' actions as
confiming  that  he  was  the  Messiah.
Whatever  Jesus '  self-understanding,
his  failure  -  according  to  the  texts
compiled after his  death - to  declare
himself openly not to  be the  saviour
of the people allowed his believers to
clalm him to be so after his deathl3.

State H: A teleological
interpretation of the Messiah's
affliction

After the Rebbe's  1992  stroke,  one
comlnentator wrote :

"The messianic circles transcended all of

the major physical consequences of this
conditionbytumingthemintoamystical
omen, arguing that through his suffering
the  Rebbe  was  atoning  for the  sins  of
the entire nation and thus was preparing
them for redemption"14

Passages  in  Isaiah  53   about  the
"suffering servant" of God were cited

and  believers  were  convinced  the
Rebbe would recover. Isaiah 53:8 was
emphasised: "He will be taken from the
land of the living, and will be wounded
for  the  sins  of his  people".15  It  was
claimed  that  the  Rebbe  had  chosen
to become ill, and had done it for the
sake  of Israel.  Although  the  Rebbe
was  unable to  look  after himself,  his
condition  was  described  as  "mild"
and  Lubavitchers  recited  the  Psalms
together to help his re6overy[6. When
the Rebbe had a second stroke in 1994,
he  was  rendered  comatose  and  was
taken into hospital in New York. Two
thousand followers stood outside, some
crying,  some  dancing,  others  stroking
the  walls  of the  hospital  as  if they
were the Western Wall in Jerusa|eml7.
Followers  were  convinced  that  the
Rebbe's illness was a test, or was meant
to be as part of his role as messiah.

Christianity  shares  this  exegetical
tradition of Isaiah 5318,  and the belief
that  Jesus'  suffering  and  eventual
crucifirion was a necessary part of his
messianic actions. The exact details are
debatedbytheChurchfathersandthere
was  very  little  consensus.  However,
most early Christians believed, in some
way,  Jesus'  voluntary  and  deliberate
sufferingbroughtsalvationtotheworld.
It was no mere accident that Jesus was
tortured in the way he was:  it was to
fulfil  the  prophecies,  for  example,
those  that  said  that  Jesus  would  not

break any bones (John 19:36, referring
to Psalms 33  and Exodus  12:46) or he
would suffer in silence (Acts  8:32-33,
referring to Isaiah 53 :7-8).

From the perspective of the believer,
God would not punish his Chosen One
unnecessarily, and therefore there must
be  a  redeeming/atoning  effect  of the
Messiah's  suffering.  It is  striking that
both  Chabad and Christianity turn to
the  same  verses  in  order  to  explain
their respective  events,  although both
movements   quoted   from  Tanakh
frequently and there are not very many
verses as apposite as those in Isaiah to
justify suffering. More important than
their choice of verses is their premise
that  the  Tanakh  would  explain  the
events happening before them, and that
what  they  were  witnessing  was  still
part of the divine plan. This miridset is
pivotal throughout the physical decline
of the Messiah and necessary for any
further beliefs after he dies.

Stage Ill: Denial of the death of the
Messiah

When  the  Rebbe  was  mortally  ill
in  June   1994,  the  New  York  City
authorities   were   expecting   mass
suicides  and  had  designated  special
councillors  to  deal  with  Hasidim
suffering  from  trauma.19  The  funeral
forced the Rebbe's followers into a state
of cognitive dissonance, and a believer
described it as:

"A  hodgepodge.   Some  were  crying

hysterically, some were simply stunned,
some felt betrayed, almost everyone was
miserably  sad.  Strangely,  many  were
feasting,  singing  and  dancing  and  yet
theytooweresad.Theywerecertainthat,
any second, the hoax would end and the
Rebbe would get up  and lead us to the
redemption right then". 20
To  the  surprise  of the non-Chabad

world,themovementcontinuedstrongly.
Messianic newspapers  compared non-
believers  to  the  worshippers  of the
golden  calf who  lost  faith  because
Moses was absent one day earlier than
anticipated.  One paper was convinced
that  he  would  be  resurrected,  and
declared:

"[The  Rebbe]  will  appear  with  literal

immediacy and redeem Israel".2l
Lubavitchers  then flew  out to  visit

their  Rebbe's  grave,  with  written
pieces  of paper requesting a blessing.
More  miracle  stories  appeared  about
people  as  a result of their pilgrimage
to the Rebbe's tomb. Within a year, the
consensus had decided that the Rebbe's
death was  not  literal.  Rabbi  Butman,
one of the messianists' leaders said:

"The  Rebbe  is  absolutely  not  dead  as

other people are".22

Anotherpaperwroteontheeveofthe
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first amiversary of the Rebbe's death:
[The  funeral  was]  "a  test  for  canal
eyes...intruththerewasnopassingaway
or  leave-taking  at  all,  God  forbid ....
what is  special  about the prince  of the
generationispreciselyhowheisahuman
being  in  a  physical  body  which  must
be a part of the world, and that is how
he unites  the  world with the  Godhead.
We  cannot say,  we do  not wisb to  say,
it is entirely impossible to say that there
was any `passing away' God forbid. The
Rebbe  lives  and  exists  among  us  now
exactly as he did before, literally".23
These sources exhibit a simple denial

of the Rebbe's death: it was impossible
for the Messiah to actually die, and so
he  must have  died in  a non-physical
manner, or he must be on the cusp of
returning.  To  commemorate  the  third
anniversary  of the  Rebbe's  death,  a
messianist published a full page advert
in  the  New  York  Times  declaring
that "the Third of Tammuz is not the
Rebbe's yarhzeit".  The  `yehi' cry, the
statement  of messianic  belief entered
Chabad liturgy and was said fervently
when  putting  on  Ze¢J/z'7?  and  before
ky;I.crf  S¢e772cz.24  The  messianists  used
the present tense to discuss the Rebbe:
he  lived on.  Even today the Rebbe is
given czftyoz at the s¢z// at 770 Eastern
Parkway,  at  Crown  Heights  in  New
York.  Followers  still  post  letters  and
address prayers in his name, and speak
of the  living  presence  of the  Rebbe.
Helped with past audio-visual records,
followers deny the death of the Rebbe
and continue functioning as if he were
still alive.25 He is said to work miracles
after his death, because his death was a
mere physical occurrence and has not
tidy affected him at all.

Thereisaparalleltoearlychristianity
in two  respects.  Firstly,  the  Christian
belief in Jesus' resurection held that
Jesus ' death was merely temporary and
part of his transition from a worldly life
to ascension to Heaven. Jesus remained
the  Messiah  even  after  his  physical
death,  which  is  related to  the  second
parallel. The belief that Jesus, like the
Rebbe,  still  played  an  active  role  in
the  world.  Prayers  directed  to  Jesus
would be  answered because  he  could
still perfomi miracles:  his  crucifixion
in  no  way  impeded  his  ability  to
communicate with the world. Matthew
18:  19-20 says:

"Again, I tell you that if two of you on

earth agree about anything you ask for, it
willbedoneforyoubymyFatherinheav-
en. For where two or three come together
in my name, there am I with them."
Although, as far as I am aware, no

Lubavitcher  claims  to  have  seen  the
physical Rebbe  alive  since his  death,
Jesus' encounters after his resurrection
are relevant: believers  could not cope
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with the  idea that he  had  died26,  and
so  rumours  started  that  he  was  seen
walking on the road to Emmans27 and
also that he promised to retum28.

Stage  IV:  Retroactive  attribution
of divine. properties  to  the Messiah

The   final   stage   in   Chabad's

The Rebbe has been
dead f;or long enough

now that children
are being brought up
with the bdiof that
he was the Messiah
and some with the
beliof that he was

theanthiopic.

development, hinted at in the previous
source,  was  the  attribution  of divine
properties  to  the  Rebbe.  The   `yefez.'
chant replaced  `777orez.722/ ' (our teacher)
with   `borez.77zt'  (our  creator)  and  the
late Rebbe was given a divine  status.
There is no agreement as to the nature
of the exact details of his divinity. For
example,  Sichat  HaGeulah  magazine
proclaimed:"[Itispermissibletobowtoshowrespect

to the Rebbe because] his entire essence
is divinity alone".29
Whereas  the  Beis  Moshiach  paper

said:

:ETGh:dReenbc?:tise]dTneaEbs::;:.e.oanfgce±:hi
and omnipresent...So who  is  our God?
Who our Father? Who  our King? Who
our  Messiah?  Who  will  save  us  and
redeem us again shortly? The Rebbe, the
Kingly Messiah. That is who."30
MachiachAchshavprescribedomni-

potence to him:"As   has   been   explained   on  many

occasions. . . the Rebbe is the `master of
thehouse'withrespecttoallthathappens
to him and all that happens in the world.
Without his agreement no event can take
place,  and if it is his will, he can bring
about  anything  `and who  can tell  bin
what to do'? It follows that if he wills it,
he can at any moment cause his physical
senses to act in a manner familiar to us
and his failure to do so is solely the result
of the fact that it is not his will to do so . . .
in this the Holy One Blessed be He rests
in all His force just as He is @ecause of
his complete self-nullification to God, so

that this becomes his entire essence)3t.
This  tendency  is   a  recent  and

controversial  development  -  even
many Messianic believers would reject
the notion that the Rebbe was in some
way divine. As a result, there are very
few  books  published  to  the  outside
world,  and discussion on this topic is
restricted to  closed );eLsfez.vof in strictly
Chabad communities32. The Rebbe has
been  dead for  long  enough now  that
children  are  being  brought  up  with
the  belief that  he  was  the  Messiah
and some with the belief that he was
theanthropic.  One  might  predict  that
Chabad will soon face the same debates
and  schisms  which  the  early  Church
fathers underwent, while they tried to
work out the exact `mechanism' which
underpirmed their beliefs.

One   fascinating   aspect   of  the
development  of  Chabad  is  that  it
is  being  created  in  isolation  from
Christianity.  Although  Chabad  is  an
outreach  movement,  since  it  only
targets Jews,  it has  almost no  contact
with  Christianity,  and whilst it might
be  aware  of the most basic  Christian
beliefs about Jesus and his divinity, no
one within the movement would have
studied  the  Church  fathers  and  been
inspired by the  arguments  made  two
thousand years previously. The bcz 'cr/ez.
Zs%z/i/czfe who move into the movement
do  not  have  much  influence  on  the
movement's ideology, which is created
initsmoreinsularj/eLr%z.VOZ.Thereisdeep
mistrustofchristianitywithinorthodox
Judaism  and  it  is  often  considered
czvoc7crfe zcrrcr (idolatry),  and Christians
are  seen  as  practisers  of crvoc7c}% zcrrcz.
This  carries  halakhic  consequences
minimising their interaction with Jews.
For example, few Chabad Jews would
ever go  inside  a church. Nonetheless,
sections  of  Chabad  are  moving  in
exactly  the  same  trajectory  as  Jesus'
followers but without any overlapping
influence. This means we can study the
movement in isolation, and watch how
it  struggles  with  the  same  problems
that affected the early Church: how to
reconcile the belief in a physical man
and in a divine being.

Deeply  connected  to  their  beliefs
in  the  Messiah,  Chabad  is  the  most
activelyevangelicaloutreachmovement
of  today's  Judaism.  Copies  of  the
Tanya  are  distributed  freely  and  the
Lubavitch movement is unique among
Hasidic  sects  in  encouraging  bczcr/ez.
Z's'fe24vcz   and  reaching   out   to   non-
observant  Jews,  for  example  with
"mitzvah tanks"  driving  around New

York and London, and /e¢//z.77 stands in
Israel. Chabad has a vast, intemational
structure   of   `Sfe/I.c%z.777 '   (emissaries),
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who  set up  `Chabad houses' in major
cities  and offer hospitality to  local or
passing Jews. At the time  of writing,
there are twenty-six Chabad houses in
England, and over a thousand across the
world.33 Not every Chabad S%cz/z.czch is a
messianist, but Messianic Lubavitchers
do  use  the  network  of s%/z.cfez.77z  and
employ the same outreach techniques.
The  connection between  evangelising
and a latent messianism was expressed
first by the Sixth Lubavitcher Rebbe:

"Immediate redemption. This is our call,

and this  is because it is the  call of our
time.  This  is  not  merely  a  consolation
for those who  despair.  Even more,  it is
our good news about actually "salvation
which is to come soon" (Isaiah 56: 1). We
must prepare ourselves in heart and soul
to welcome the righteous redeemer. We
call upon au Jews to join the  `Machane
Israel' which, with the help of the Blessed
Name,isbeingorganised,forthispulpose.
"Immediate  redemption."  Be  ready  for

redemptionsoon.Itisapproachingrapidly
although you do not see it. It is near at
hand. The righteous Messiah is already
around the comer, and the time for self-
Preparation is already very short."34
Christianity  shared this  evangelical

drive:    Theissen    describes    the
sociological   structure   of   Early
Palestinian  Christianity  as  having
three  roles:  that  of the  wandering
charismatics, their sympathisers in the
local  communities  and  the  bearer  of
revelation35.Thewanderingcharismatics
broadlyremainedwithintheframework
of  Judaism,  but  travelling  between
cities spreading the gospel. They lived
without possessions  and devoted their
whole  lives to  the  message  of Christ
- the twelve apostles described in Acts
1 : 12ff fit this model, and the rest of the
book of Acts describes their lives and
Paul's  as  they  move  about  teaching.
There  was  great  risk  involved,  and
many of them were martyred in their
cause.  These  disciples  came  from
different backgrounds : some were rich
young  men  (Matthew  19:6),  others
labourers  Q4atthew  11 :28)  or beggars
(Mark  10:52) but they were united in
their common belief in Christ, and their
motivation to teach others  about him.
The book of Mark records a scene of a
family in despair when their son joins
the new Christian movement:

When his falnily heard about this, they
went to take charge of him, for they said
"He is out of his mind».36

This scene will be familiar to anyone
with  experience  of someone who  has
undergone the modem phenomena of
"flipping  out"  and joining  an  ultra-
OrthodoxgroupwithnopriorOrthodox
background.37

However,  this  evangelising  leads
to  an  important  distinction  between

Chabad and Christianity:  Chabad still
limits  itself  to  evangelising  Jews,
whereas  Christianity  quickly  began
targeting Gentiles. Chabad still supports
Torah law  and  its  daily practises  are
similar, although not identical to that of
normative  Judaism.  Christianity  soon
abandoned  Jewish  law.  This  can  be
explained by the fact that Christianity
was  rejected  by  mainstream  Judaism
quite  early  in  its  development,  but
Chabad  is  still  widely  accepted  as  a
legitimate  means  of being  Jewish.
For  exz[rmple,  bircat  ha-minim  may
well  have  been  introduced  into  the
Amidah  to  prevent  Jewish-Christians
from joining  in  communal  prayers.38
Chabad currently maintains the support
of mainstream  Jewry,  and  so  has  not
needed to start evangelising outside of
their Jewish heritage.39

What of the future? It may well be
that these Jews prescribing divinity to
the Rebbe are in such a minority within
Messianic  Chabad  that  within  a  few
years they will disappear. Or it may be
that they  are  latently very influential
within their larger community. There is
far more work to be done in this field:
access  to  hidden  Chabad  literature
and  a stronger knowledge  of Yiddish
than mine would be required to totally
understand the mainstream view of the
Rebbe. Since Chabad keeps quiet about
these  topics  a researcher would  need
to  integrate  himself into  the  Crown
Heights  or  Kfar  Chabad  community.
But if I  am right that Chabad is  fol-
lowing a parallel trajectory away from
nomiative Judaism to that of lst century
Christianity, then I can only conclude
that further research on the topic will
yield more light on the development of
Christianity as a Messianic Jewish sect
as well as a deeper understanding of the
strong Messianic impulse in Judaism .
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[4The Lubavitch Messianic Resurgence,

R. Elior 1998, references to Chabadnik
literaturep401

15Ibid

16See Dein's account of the Stamford Hill

Community: Lubavitch: A Contemporary
Messianic Movement, Joumal of
Contemporary Religion 1997

'7"The Happy Vigil: As the Lubavitcher rebbe

lies ill, his followers dance and sing and
envision the end of days", Jonathan Mark,
27ze Jewz.sfe  Wreek, March 31,  1994

18Even within its scripture: see Matthew 8: 17,

1 Peter 2:24
]9The Rebbe, the Messiah and the Scandal of

Orthodox Indifference, David Berger, 2001
2°Gotftyd, Living. pl 00
2lHaGeulah Ha'Amitit v'Hashelemah 38, 6

Tammuz 5754
22TTADailyNewsBulletin73:121,27thJuly

1995 "One Year After the Rebbe's Death,
the Lubavitch Soul Bums Brigbt"

23R Levi Yitzhak Ginsberg `Thoughts before
the Yartzeit of our King Messiah - The
Holy Day 3 Tammuz, Beis Moshiach
magazine, 41 (9 June 1995)

24Berger, ibid
25see Gotfryd, Living, pl00
26For a hint of the disappointment believers

must have felt when he died, see in Luke
24:17-21

27Luke 24: 13-32
28Matthew 24:36-44
29Sichat HaGeulah 1996
3°Beis Moshiach,1 Elul 5756 / 16 Aug 1996,

Gotffied `The Rebbe's Answer: A Dream
Come Truth'

3lQuote from Mashiach Achshav, vol iv,

Questions and Answers about the Messiah
and Redemption, 2nd ed, Sept 1996:

32Some evidence exists online: see, for

example, htq) ://rebbegod.blogap ot. com/
33According to chabad.org
34Ko| Kore Fun'm Lubavitscher Rabbin,

Hakeri'ah Vehakedusha vol I, no 9, 26 May
1941  quoted in Elior.

35Theissen, Sociology of Eady Palestinian

Christianity,  1978.
36Mark 3 :20.
37See, for example, Berger, Waxman and

Jacobson: Flipping Out, M]th or Fact 2007.
38For a more detailed discussion of how lst

century Judaism isolated and ostracised
Jewish-Christians, see `The Parting of
the Ways', P.S. Alexander in "Jews and
Christians" ed. Dum.

390ne notable exception is the `Noahide Can-

paign', targeted at a non-Jewish audience.

DANIEL KESSLER tvas  bor# ;# £o7?c7o#  cz#c7
is  reading  Pkysics  and  Philosopky  at  Balliol
College,  Orford.  His  parents  are  members  Of
Alyth Gardens. His interest in Chabad arose cfter
visiting Mount Meron on Lag B'Omer, during a
year spent at yeshivch in Jerusalem.
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WAS  VERY  HONOURED  TO
have  been  invited  to  speak  at
Finchley  Reform  Synagogue  on

"Building  a  7%.sfefacz77  that  responds  to

21St  century needs,"  based  on the  fact
that a growing number of people refer
to me as an "eco-Rabbi" and also on the
fact that this synagogue is contemplating
a rebuilding  programme.  Since  others
may also be thinking of rebuilding, the
Editor of MANNA asked me to define
an environmentally responsible way to
rebuild a synagogue.

There  is  not  one.  If  you  want  to
be  environmentally  friendly,  do  not
rebuild. Even though the new building
may  be  environmentally  friendly,  the
act of knocking down and building up
again is not. Let me explain. If you are
creating a new building with the prime
intention  of  being  environmentally-
friendly, do not bother. It is like buying
a  new  car.  The  emissions  reductions
made when changing from an old car
to  a  new  car  may  be  significant,  but
the act of producing a new car means
that on average you have to own your
new, energy-efficient motor for at least
a  decade  before  you  actually  make
a total  carbon  saving.  But if you  are
rebuilding  because  your  community
needs a building which responds more
fully  to  the  changing  needs  of  the
Jewish community and because if you
do  not,  people  may  go  elsewhere  to
have their Jewish needs met, then you
most  certainly  do  need  to  build.  But
you need to build with the environment
in mind.

Most  people  believe  this  means
ground-source   heat-pumps,   solar
panels, energy-saving bulbs, waterless
urinals, completely renewably-sourced
energy.  These  should  be  an  absolute
given.   No   new   religious   building
should be without these things for two
reasons.   Firstly,  because  we  have  a
religious responsibility to protect God's
creation.   Secondly,   because  if  one
community  does  not rebuild  with  the

environment firmly  in mind,  all  those
who rebuild later will simply say "We
do not have to because others did not."
We  are  all  ambassadors  of the  new
way of Jewish thinking.

And  this  started  with  the  building
of the  Tabernacle  in  the  wildemess.
At  the  beginning  of Exodus  Chapter
36,were,zrdc`V'asahbezalelv'oholiav
v'chol   chacham-lev   asher   natan
adonaichochmahut'vunahb'hemah."
"Bezalel   and  Oholiav  shall  work

with  every  wise-hearted  man  whom
God  has  endowed  with  wisdom  and
understanding  amongst  them."  But
who  is  a,n  ish  chacham  lev,  aL wise-
hearted person? What has  God given
tharrL exacrty -is chochmah ut'vunah
`wisdom   and   understanding'   or
`skill  and  ability'  according  to  other

translations?
Most of us read this text as though

Bezalel,  Oholiav  and  their  crew  of
labourers  were  flat-pack  kings.  They
did  not  need  to  look  at  the  manual.
God  gave  them  instructions  and  they
performed them to the letter.  If this is
the case the account is dull. I have met
many  builders  in  my  time,  some  of
whomwereverygood.But1donotthink
I could say that in the taking of exact
measurements   and  implementation
of careful  building  plans,  they  were
oozing  Divine  inspiration.  Does  God
really  imbue  them  with  an  ability  to
follow  instructions  properly?  That
seems  cold,  mechanical  and  devoid
of any spirituality.  Wisdom is not just
following rules.  It is knowing how  to
apply those rules in relation to the world
around you.

Soletmesuggestthemostoutrageous
midrashic reading I have ever applied to
a Torah verse. C¢ocfe77!cz¢ is "wisdom,"
which   is  perhaps   theoretical.   The
expression   cfeczcfecz772-/ev,   the  person
who  is  wise  of heart,  helps  us  here
because  in  Judaism  the  heart  is  the
seat   of  the   intellect.   C¢ocfemczfe   is
therefore wisdom  applied to  leaning,
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What noise does a frog make? They do not
say ``ribbet" , they say, baruch. Go ahead -say it

-baruch baruch. Frogs say baruch -you just
have to train yourself to hear it. But you canriot
in a concrete errvironment because they cannot

live in such am enwironment.

to  following  rules  and  instructions.
Here comes the outrageous bit. Clearly,
when read in its simple fom, the word
bczfeemcz¢   means   amongst   them.   It
relates to the previous word "#f 'v#7zcz%
bcrfoGmczfe"  meaning,   essentially,   "and
knowledge  amongst  them."  Let  me
suggest  another  reading.   Instead  of
reading ctf 'vet77cz% bcz¢e779czfe, knowledge
amorigst than, rea.d ut 'vunah behemah,
creaturely knowledge. The builders of
the Tabemacle needed wisdom to look
up and knowledge to look down. They
needed to create a building that not only
inspired people to draw their eyes up to
heaven,  but at the  same time inspired
them to draw their eyes to the earth. The
cattle and creatures that were sacrificed
in  the  Tabernacle  were  not  passing
tokens,  they  were  what  connected
heaven and earth.

When  we  are  building  a  "z.sfe4cz#
for the  21St  century,  we  need to  think
of the  heavens  and we  need to  think
of  the  earth.  What  creatures  would
be  affected  by  our  building?  How
could we encourage creatures to share
our building with us? How could our
building notjust be sustainable in terms
of emissions  and resources,  but  how
could it be part of an ecosystem? That
is an important environmental question
that anyone  considering any building
proj ect must consider. Sustainability is
notjust about emissions and resources,
it is about being pat of an ecosystem.
Will   there   be   a  pond,   will   there
be  nesting  boxes,   will  there  be   a
garden full of local plants to stimulate
biodiversity? Or will there be tarmac?
Will  there  be  only  playgrounds  and
car  parking  spaces?  The  immediate
response is "But we need car parking
spaces," to which the environmentalist
replies,  "You  also  need  a  pond,  you
need a garden." The  soul  needs  such
things  -  religious  communities  need
such  things.  A  religious  community
should  not  just  be  living  within  an
ecosystem,  it  should  be  encouraging
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an ecosystem to flourish.
There  is  a  wondrous  medieval  text

that is  not well-known  enough,  called
Perek  Shira.  In this  text,  every  aspect
of  creation  sings  a  different  song  to
God.  The  frog  says   "Baruch  shem
hevod malcluto l'olam va'ed." Wky?
Think about it - what noise does a frog
make? They do not say "ribbet", they
say, bczrz4c¢. Go ahead -say it -bczrzjcfe
baruch.  Frogs  say  baruch  - you just
have  to  train  yourself to  hear  it.  But
you cannot in a concrete environment
because  they  cannot  live  in  such  an
environment.  The  message  of  Perek
Shira  is  that  the  more  biodiversity
we  encourage,  the  more  we  come  to
understand the wonders  of God.  With
this in mind we now see why the people
building  the  777z.a/€#cz7z  were  described
a;s  t[av.rr\g  chochmah  ut'vunah  ba/
befee772czfe - they united the spiritual and
the physical.

So  this   is  the  key   consideration.
When   we   build   a   77zz.sfekcr77   for   the
twenty-first century, we have to embrace
an  extraordinary  unity.  We  have  to
embrace the spiritual and the physical,
the personal and the global. This cannot
be done simply in architecture. It is not
enough to build a pond and say, `Rabbi
Neil  croaked  like  a  frog  to  show  us
why a pond  is  important'.  The whole
community has to orient its spirituality
so  that  it  is  fimly  grounded  in  the
earth.  The  new  edition  of the  siddur
added a new paragraph as a prayer for
the  environment.  It  is  on page  250.  It
says that "we are stewards of the land,
protectors of the seas and guardians of
the  air  we  breathe."  Therein  lies  the
most  common  Jewish  environmental
mistake. It is not the air that we breathe.
It  is  not  about  us.  It  is  about  the  all,
the  everything,  the  totality  of being.
If a community  does  feel  the need to
build  a  new  building,  then  it  should
not be  for the Jewish community,  but
rather it  should be  an  opportunity for
the Jewish community to help develop

the larger, global community of being.
A  "z.sfefacz77  for  the  21St  century  is  not
one that ticks sustainability boxes, it is
one  that  is  supported  by a  spirituality
of being  in  the  world.  The  pillars  of
the  modem  777z.sfe4cz72  are  the  differing
expressions   of   environmentally-
sensitive   Jewish   spiritualities.   If  a
community rebuilds physically, it must
also  rebuild  spiritually.  A  building
without  an  accompanying  spirituality
is just bricks and mortar. We cannot, to
quote this prayer on p.250 "repair God's
world" until we learn to truly live in it.
Notjust plonk ourselves in it, but to live
in it spiritually. I do think that the prayer
on p.250  is essential in a time of eco-
crisis. It isjust that since its publication
I have come to realise that we need so
much more.

So if you want to rebuild to be green,
do  not bother.  If you  want to  rebuild
because  the  Jewish  community  needs
you  to  rebuild,  there  are  certain  keys
to success.  Firstly, the usage of all the
modem  energy-  and  resource-saving
techniques,  such  as  solar  panels  and
renewable  electricity.   Secondly,  the
creation  of  a  building  that  actively
fosters  an  ecosystem,  not just lives  in
a  space.  And  thirdly,  the  unification
of  the  upper  and  lower  worlds  by
rebuilding spiritually at the same time
as  physically,   by  reconnecting  our
spirituality with the earth in a way that
I think no Jewish community yet does
anywhere  near  enough.  If one  of our
Progressive communities can do that, I
think that God's Presence will dwell on
that community for a long time I

RABBI  NEIL  AMSWYCH  i.s  f4e  Prj.#cz.pcr/
Rabbi  of  Bourneinouth   Roform   Synagogue.
In  2007   he  set  up  IDEA:   Interfaith  Dorset
Education  and  Action  and  in  2008   created
www.eco-faith.org.  He  is  also  working  closely
with the Roforin and Liberal Movements lo help
them draw up in-depth sustainability plc[rs for
the future.
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JEWISH DALy SCHOOLS,
JEVISH COMMUNITIES: A

CONSIDERA;TION
edited by Alex Pomson and

Howard Deitcher,
The Littman Library of Jewish

Civilization, Oxford, 2009,
ISBN 978-1904113744,

pb, £16.95

A  FRESH  WIND
Adele Stowe-Linder
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HOWARD  DEITCHER AND
Alex  Pomson  have  edited  a
compilation  of articles  about

the way Jewish day schools can help to
build stronger communities in the 21st
century. The articles offer case studies
of success and an opportunity to dissect
the way Jewish schooling and Jewish
communities might inter-connect. The
book  is  particularly  relevant  at  this
time when more Jewish children than
ever,  around the globe,  attend Jewish
day schools.

Alex   Pomson    starts   with    an
explanation  of the  changing  milieu  in
which Jewish day schools  exist in the
Northern  and  Southern  hemispheres.
For most of last century, under 50% of
children  in  the  Northern  hemisphere
and less than 25% of students in the UK
attended Jewish day schools, compared
with 70% in the Southern Hemisphere.
The book is particularly pertinent to the
UK because by 2007, a significant shift
had occurred so that more than half of
all Jewish children between the ages of
4  and  18  attend  a  Jewish  day  school.
British Jewry is  now  in  a new  era  of
Jewish  schooling.  And  that  presents
new challenges.

The book's introduction affirms that
the   shift  towards  Jewish  schooling
confers on these schools responsibility
as  well  as  expectation  that  they  will
provide  children  with  both  Jewish
knowledge and depth of Jewish identity
along  with  other  institutions  such  as
family and synagogue.

It  is  interesting  to  note  the  diverse
aims  of  Jewish  day  schools  in  the
last  century,  from  integrationalist  in
the  UK  with  an  aim  to  anglicise  the
Jewish students, to isolationist in North
America,aimingtoprotectthestudents'
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A number Of articles in the book address the

question Of Jewish pluralism within schools .
This is particularly significant in the UK
where the country 's fast pluralist Jewish

secondary school, JCoSS, is due to open its
doors later this year

Jewish identities from being swamped
orcrowdedoutbymainstreamAmerican
society. With new Jewish primary and
secondary  schools  opening  in the UK
and  more  Jewish  pupils  attending
them,  the  question  of Jewish  ethos  is
significant.

Alex Pomson  describes  Jewish  day
schools  as  `hubs  of  communal  life.'
The  notion of community is  explored
throughout the book. The first group of
articles  focus  on the  idea that Jewish
schools  and  Jewish  communities  are
cormected to one another in a reciprocal
way.   An   interesting   example   is
highlighted  by  Pomson  when  he
explores  the  way  in  which  schools
can  lead  and  change  the  community.
He  describes  how  pupils'  attendance
at a pluralist Jewish day school led to
changes  in  parents'  attitudes  towards
Judaism,   to   Jewish   identity   and
practice.

An   interesting   change   in   the
demography  of  Jewish  day  school
attendance  in  the  past  decades  has
seen  the  diversification  of the  Jewish
population within schools. Jewish day
schools are no longer the realm of the
Orthodox and now have pupils who do
not leam about Judaism in their homes.
A number of articles in the book address
the question of Jewish pluralism within
schools. This is particularly significant
in  the  UK  where  the  country's  first
pluralist  Jewish  secondary  school,
JCoSS,  is  due  to  open  its  doors  later
this year. Pomson suggests that schools
can  overcome  the  diversity  of their
populations   and  create  a  sense  of
communitybytrustingtheyoungpeople
to make responsible decisions about the
way their Judaism is practiced. This is
an inspiring thought and a challenge to
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the UK Jewish community: do we have
this kind of faith in our youth and will
we respect their decisions?

Whilst  most  of  the  articles   are
interesting  and  shed  light  on  various
aspects  of Jewish  schooling  around
the globe,  some countries which have
solid  experience  of Jewish  education
are   overlooked.   The   Australian
community is one example - a survivor
community,  it  has  high  Jewish  day
school  attendance  and  boasts  Jewish
schools with modem orthodox, secular,
reform ideologies and even Yiddish as
their language. The Australian schools
participate  harmoniously  within  the
Jewish  community  and  each  year  at
least two of the schools in the state of
Victoria feature in the top five schools
in Victoria's league table.

Helena Miller's article deals with the
UK context in which new Jewish day
schools open every few years and others
expand.  The  vast  increase  in  Jewish
school  places  presents  an  increasing
parental  choice  to  have  their  children
schooled  in  a  Jewish  environment.
Helena Miller sets out clearly the way
in which Jewish day schooling works in
the context of the UK education system
and the UK Jewish community.

She  underlines  that  British  Jewish
day  schools  are  unique  in  the  Jewish
Diaspora  in  that  they  are,  for  the
most  part,  state-funded  rather  than
private  institutions.  The  state  supplies
money to  cover  all  expenditure  aside
from  Jewish  education  and  security.
Although  parents   are   asked  for  a
voluntary  contribution  to  cover  these
two areas, only 70% of parents pay it.

The implication is that state-funding
allows  for  Jewish  schooling  for  all
pupils,  regardless  of income  and  this

is also unique in the Jewish Diaspora.
But  the  state-funding  also  creates
complications  for  Jewish  education.
Unlike private Jewish schools in other
countries,  Jewish  studies  departments
in  state-funded  Jewish  schools  in  the
UK,  relying  on  parental  voluntary
contributions,   are   mostly   under-
resourced and operate on a shoe-string
budget.  That  makes  them  possibly
unable to deliver Jewish studies to the
same  standard  as  private  schools  in
other countries.

The article explores the problems that
state-funding poses to Jewish education
in  Britain.   State-funded  schools   in
Britain  must  adhere  to   a  national
curriculum  so  it is  challenging to find
adequate time in the school timetable to
concentrate  on Jewish studies.  Helena
Miller  discusses  this  predicament  in
terms  of the  ideal  of  `integration'  of
Jewish  and  secular  studies  and  the
reality  of mere  `interaction' -  at best
- between Jewish and secular curricula
which  exist  side  by  side.  A  second
complication of the national curriculum
is that it expects schools to teach about
a plethora  of religions  whereas  many
Jewish  communities  prefer  to  focus
solely on Judaism.

The unique dilemmas and difficulties
facing Jewish day school education in
the UK mean that ensuring standards is
challenging.  Helena  Miller  describes
Pikuach,  the  Jewish  framework  for
assessing school success, which works
alongside   OFSTED,   the   national
schools inspection service.

Helena  Miller's  summary  of  the
context of Jewish day school education
in  Britain  is  a  thorough  exploration
of  the   hurdles  that  schools   face,

continued on next page
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Many Of the articles are theoretical and
written in ` edespeck' , mcking them
inaccessible to the very community

members they seek to address.

intertwined   as   they   are   with  the
State.  The  list of difficulties  suggests
that  the   successes   of  UK   Jewish
education such as increasing numbers
of  pupils,  the  uniqueness   of  free
Jewish education and the existence of a
Jewish assessment framework, should
be  celebrated  in the  face  of concerns
about the quality of Jewish education
and  frustrations  regarding  admission
criteria.

While Helena Miller's article focuses
ontheUKcommunity,anumberofother
articles  shed  light  on  aspects  of other
communities  that  could  help  develop
thinking  about  Jewish  education  in
the  UK.  Yossi  Goldstein  describes  a
Conservative  (Masorti)  Jewish  day
school in Buenos Aires to highlight the
way  schools  can  connect  family with
community  and  society.  This  can  be
done  both  by  strengthening  students'
Jewish  identities  and  through  using
schools as a context for adult education
and  work  with  parents.   Goldstein
compares  a   `school  as  community'
perspective   which   puts   school   at
the  heart  of  communal  life,  with  a
`congregationaldayschool'perspective

which  suggests  that  a  community  is
an  ideological  group  of  people  and
a  school  is  one  of the  many  services
it  offers.   This  resonates   at  a  time
when UK education policy encourages
schools to open their doors to adults and
community members.

The  last  article  by  Susan  Shevitz
and  Rahel  Wasserfall  is  one  of the
most accessible to readers who are not
professional  educators.  The  authors
explore  the  way  in  which  a  pluralist
Jewish  high  school  in  the  USA  can
foster a feeling of community amongst
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students   and   overcome   religious
differences.  Their  research  suggests
that this  can be successful by creating
an   environment   which   promotes
` differentiation, debate, discussion and

openness  to  cooperation  and  change'.
These are inspiring ideas and we cannot
underestimate  the  challenges  facing
pluralist schools in their effort to make
them true.

Many  of  the  articles  are  directed
more  towards  Jewish  educators  than
lay  community  members.   Some  of
the  articles  will  appeal  strongly  to
people  who  have  a  vested  interest  in
Jewish  education  from  a  community
perspective, including informal Jewish
educators who visit schools, community
youth organisations and parents. Jewish
Day  Schools,  Jewish  Communities  is
comprehensive  in  its  exploration  of
how  schools  and  communities  can  be
mutuallyinfluentialinstrengtheningand
developing  Jewish  identity.  Critically,
some  of  the  writers   including  Jon
Levisohn  and  Ellen  Goldring  explore
the way in which different educational
philosophies  can  help  pupils  to  build
more  robust  Jewish   communities.
But  despite placing  such  emphasis  on
the  responsibilities   of  communities
to  support their  schools,  many of the
articles  are  theoretical  and  written  in
`eduspeak',  making them  inaccessible

to the very community members they
seek  to   address.   Similarly,   whilst
Jewish day  school  education  is  aimed
at  students,  only  one  article  (Shevitz
and Wasserfall) articulated the student
voice, using quotes and case studies.

The   book   is   optimistic   about
the  future  of  Jewish  day  schooling
and   inspires   belief  in  the  breadth

of  opportunities  to  strengthen  and
develop   Jewish   communities   and
Jewish  education.  But  the  book  fails
to  explore the toxicity that in-fighting
streams  of Judaism can cause and the
detrimental  impact  this  can  have  on
the ability by schools to fomi creative
Jewish curricula. The book also misses
the   opportunity  to   investigate  the
marked success of Jewish day schools
in Australia to breed secular academic
success,   positive   Jewish   identity
and  Jewish  knowledge.  It  would  be
interesting  to   explore  whether  this
is  largely  due  to  the  lack  of national
curriculum   stringencies,  the  school
structures  or the  idiosyncrasies  of the
survivor community. Finally, the critical
relationship  between  pupils,  families
and  their  synagogue  communities,  a
hot  topic  here  in  Britain,  is  scarcely
touched upon.

Jewish Day Schools, Jewish Commu-
nities is a culmination of a conference
hosted  by  Melton,  an  Israel  based,
International Jewish education organi-
sation, about the links between Jewish
schools and communities. The articles
are  thorough  and  articulate,  and  the
reader can almost hear the discussions
take  place  between  Jewish  educators
from  all  over  the  world.  The  book  is
critically important as a reminder that
when moulded in the right way, schools
have the unique opportunity to breathe
freshness,   dynamism  and  life   into
Jewish communities .

ADELE  STOWE-LINDNER  is  o#  "czfer#!.ty
leave  from  her  position  as  Deputy  Director
of  JCORE.   She   has   a   Masters   degree   in
Anthropology and Community work and a BA in
Jewish studies and History.
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UNIVERSITY OF
CAMBRIDGE
Insiituic of Coniinuing Educa.ion

Interested in studying Jewish-Christian or Muslim-Jewish Relations?

The Centre for the Study of Jewish-Christian Relations
welcomes early applications for the

Master of Studies in the Study of
Jewish-Christian Relations

(a degree of the University of Cambridge, starting in September 2010)

The Centre for the Study of MuslimJewish Relations,
which works with the University of Cambridge institute of Continuing

Education, also welcomes applications for the

certificate#:OSE:=#sEE:iamti,ot#ismand

You can join the Certificate programme in January or September 2010.

Bursaries are available

Applicants may find further information at
http://www.woolfinstitute.cam.ac.uk/orphone01223-741048

CJCR and CMJR are independent educational charities under the
auspices of the Woolf Institute. They aim to overcome prejudice and
intolerance between Jews, Christians and Muslims through teaching,

research and dialogue.

Registered Charity No.  1069589. A Company Linited by Guarantee, Co No 3540878,
Registered in England and Wales as the Woolf lnst]tute ofAbrahamic Faiths
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QUEEN ANNE'S BOUNTY
is no more, for this fund established by Queen Anne in 1704

for the relief of the poorer clergy of the Church of
England was merged with the Ecclesiastical

Commission in 1948 to fomi the
Church Commissioners.

But the street which proudly bears her name lives on,
vigorously. There are accountants, architects,

solicitors, and surveyors all practising their professions,
all anxious to serve their clients and to maintain the

high standards which have come to be associated with
this well-preserved, dignified part of Georgian London.

We have practised here since  1951, offering clients
business management, investment guidance and
specialised tax advice, in addition to the more
conventional accounting and auditing services.

As the years go by the scope of our work widens,
and the calls for our professional help increase, reflecting

the fiscal and commercial complexities of the times:
but the results remain mutually rewarding.

LEWIS GOLDHN & C0
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS AND REGISTERED AUDITORS

40 Queen Anne Street, London WIG 9EL
Telephone:  020 7580 7313 Fax:  020 7580 2179

Email: fea@lewis-golden.co.uk Website: www.lewis-golden.co.uk

NEIL BENSON OBE FC A A NDREW MOSS FC A D AVID EDWARDS ACA
STUARTWEBB ERACA CTA    KEITH NITCHELLACC A

AL EX PARKER ACA AMC T JONATHAN BRUCE CTA

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
Europe's premier centre for
Progressive Jewish  learning

RABBINIC  COURSE
A five-year programme leading to
Rabbinic Ordination

i
LEO BAECK COLLEGE

HEBREw a jEwisH  sTUDiES
MA (full and  part-time studies available)
Courses in Jewish Studies
Occasional students welcome /p/ease ca///

EDUCATION
MA in Jewish  Education  (part-time)
Advanced  Diploma in Professional Development:
Education,  Jewish Youth Work or Jewish Community
(part-time)
Foundation Course for Religion School Teachers
(part-time)
Specialist Educational Consultancy work for
synagogues (early years to adult education)

JEWISH  LIFELONG  LEARNING
Tailor-made courses,  resources and workshops
for Adult Education;  Summer Institute;  Public
Lecture Series;  Shjuri.in;  Online D'var Torah
Library and  Resource Centre

LEO  BAECK COLLEGE
80  East End  Road,  Finchley N3 2SY
T:  020 8349  5600   F:  020 8349  5619
E:  1.nfo@lbc.ac.uk   W:  www.Ibc.ac.uk

Principal..  Rabbi  Professor Marc Saperstein
Vice Principal..  Rabbi Dr Michael Shire
Executive Director: Stephen Ross
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THE  FINGER
OR THE  SPIRIT

OF GOD
Deborah Kahn-Harris
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IAM A STUDENT OF THE BIBLE.
It is my great passion  in life.  The
Bible  stands  at the  centre  of my

rabbinate,  whether  I  am  teaching  a
course at Leo Baeck College or writing
a sermon. As  a student of the Bible,  I
have  chosen  to  devote  some  years  to
the in depth work that only a PhD can
afford. For my dissertation I am working
onacertainmethodologicalapproachto
the study of the Bible, trying to merge
the ancient with the modem by creating
biblical  commentary that derives both
from the particular methods associated
with the creation of Midrash and from
contemporary  feminist philosophical
and  linguistic  approaches  to  the  read-
ing of literature. While those two poles
are my guides, before I am allowed to
write about the biblical text, I must first
demonstrate  a  proficiency  in  all  the
commentary,  mostly modem but to  a
lesser extent ancient and medieval, that
has preceded me.

Early  on  in  the  process  of writing
my  dissertation,  I  started  not  with
particular  verses  to  study,  but  with
the  composition  of my  methodology
chapter - how would I read the text of
the  Bible?  How  would  this  approach
inform  my  work?  How  would  this
approach  add  something  to  the  total
knowledge  of human  existence,  or at
least the  total  knowledge  we  have  of
the biblical text? Methodology chapters
are the key to many,  if not most, PhD
dissertations. Too often they are also the
driest part of the work. Doubtless mine
is  as  well,  yet when  I  began working
on  my  methodology  chapter  one  of
the  least  dry  questions  I  can  imagine
plagued  my  mind.  As  I  wrote  about
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If we believe that
God alone word f;or

word wrote the whole

Of Torch and that
what we have bef;ore
us today is the true,
iryunutable , irfallible
word Of God, written

by God's hand,
lifted f rom God's

own voice, then how
can we presume to

challenge that word?
How can we poke
around in the text

and determine that
some Of it we will

not follow.

how I would pick away at the biblical
text  from  the  particular  standpoints  I
have described, I began to worry more
and  more  about  a  deeper,  underlying
question.  Did the way in which I read
bear any relationship to what I thought
about the theologically vexing question
of biblical authorship?

Reading, especially in a post-modem
world,   can  often  be  wholly  devoid
of  authors.   Deconstruction  theory
effectively  produced  what  is  known
in  literary  theory  circles  as  the  death
of  the  author.  Authors  are  largely
irrelevant to  readers  reacting  to  texts.
Surprisingly  this  has  real  resonance
with  classical  rabbinic  approaches
to  reading.  After  all,  the  rabbis  came
out  with  the  statement,  N.I   ai7]w]   N7
- it is not for the heavens to interfere
with  rabbinic  interpretation.  But  such
a  standpoint  came  from  a  deep  and
committed belief in the  existence  of a
God who was both creator and author.
But for me, as a modem rabbi, the belief
in God as  author has been a far more
fraught  question  than  it  was,  I  think,
for my ancient predecessors. And that
is leaving aside the question of God as
creator.

For decades the Reform siddur had
excised  from  it  a  line  of liturgy  that
practically every community knew off
by heart and continued to  sing despite
its  absence  from the text of For7#s o/
Prcz)/er.  This  liturgy's  return  in  our
new  siddur  owes  more,  I think,  to  its
continued recitation in our synagogues
than   its   theological   rehabilitation
among  our  rabbis  and  scholars.   On
page 241, we sing as the scroll is lifted

contirmed on next page
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after reading:
7Niw'  ']]  i]D7  nwn  t]w  wit  niim  nRti

- r'wn  |'J  „  .a 7y
This  is  the  Torah  that  Moses  set

before the children of Israel, by the lips
of God through the hand of Moses.

We continued to sing this line, even
in  its  absence  from  the  book,  not,  I
think, because of any deep commitment
to its theological significance, but rather
owing to the fact that no other liturgical
piece was ever introduced to replace it
during that awkward moment when the
scroll  is  lifted up,  only to  be  set back
down  rather rapidly  for  dressing.  But
this little line is theologically loaded.

The   first   part   is   just   fine   -
7Niw.  .]]  ']D7  mp»  Dw  inyN  niinrT  jiNti -is

not too problematic  and,  in  any case,
throughout  this   line's  long  absence
from  our  liturgy,  this  first  part  of it
still  existed in the piece that we read
during  feczgbczfeczfe  before  the  scroll  is
read. So it is the second part of the line
that really is  the theological  problem
- nwn  ii]  "  .D  7y. And in my opinion,
the  real  challenge  lies  in  the  phrase
"  'D  7y, by the mouth of God.

Firstly, we have the age old problem
of  the  anthropomorphizing  of  God
- though the  description  of God with
body parts has long enough been under-
stood as metaphorical in some fashion
as to  not present particular challenges
for progressive theology. But sourcing
the Torah itself in the mouth of God is
a whole other problem - a problem of
authorship. In fact, it is a problem just
like that found in Ex 3 1 : 18 :

'm  in]  ir\i{  i]i7  irii7]j  nwn+N  ijiii  :

y]¥N]  D']1m  |]N  nini7  }iiyn  nini+  i]w
.I,r',R
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The Bible, even
if it is the literal

word Of God, is not
equivalent to God.
The text is a prism
that allows us to
see the colours,

the shades Of God
not the pure white
light. But just as
blue cued red and
green and yellow
and orange and

purple are not the
same as light, only

some beautiful
refraction Of it,
so the text is a

refraction Of God
written, perhaps ,

by the finger
of God from,
perhaps, the

mouth Of God but
limited only by

our ability
to comprehend, to

see, to hear
the text.

`When  God finished  speaking  with

Moses  on Mt.  Sinai,  God gave Moses
the two tablets of the Testimony, stone
tablets  inscribed  with  the  finger  of
God.,

Here suddenly, aside from the images
of  Charlton  Heston's  shining  face
clinging to a crag in the mountain top
as  some  cloud-like  wisps  of  fingers
sparked  as  words  were  chiselled  into
two  stone  tablets,  we  find  ourselves
face  to  face  with  God  as  more  than
just author - God as inscriber, God as
engraver,  God as  wordsmith. And yet
we struggle.

For  the  past  century  and  a  half at
least, the question of God's authorship
of the biblical text has lain at the core
of the debates between Progressive and
Orthodox  and  all  points  in  between.
Verbal revelation, continuous revelation,
progressive  revelation,  no  revelation
and all the shades within these possible
revelations  are  the  epicentre  of  the
different Jewish theologies that we live
with today. If we believe that God alone
word for word wrote the whole of Torali
and that what we have before us today
is the true, immutable, infallible word
of God,  written by  God's hand,  lifted
from  God's  own voice, then how  can
we  presume  to  challenge  that  word?
How  can  we  poke  around  in the text
and determine that some of it we will
not follow. Who are we to condemn the
biblical view of male homosexuality if
the biblical view is attributed to God?
How do we presume to  enact change,
if God is eternal? Does not challenging
the word of God challenge God's own
divinity?

That has certainly been the position
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And yet, I wonder more and more often,
what is the froger of. God to me as a Reform

Jew? Can it really be that such afrnger
wrote the Ten Coryrmandments themselves ,

if rlot the whole Of Torah?

of much of the contemporary Orthodox
world,   pushing   Reform,   Masorti,
Liberal   and   other   non-Orthodox
theologies into a variety of theological
compromises.   God   communicated
God's will at Sinai, but it was written
down over a period of time by human
beings.  Torah  is   divinely  inspired,
but  nevertheless  written  by  human
beings.  Torah  is  the  record  of  the
human  encounter  with  God  at  Sinai,
written down by human beings at the
time of the event or afterwards. Torah
is God's will written down by human
beings  as  understood  and  interpreted
by  successive  generations  of human
beings  each  according  to  their  own
time  period.  Torah  is  wholly  human
and the only authority it carries is that
with which we imbue it by dint of our
community. God, should God exist at
all, plays no part. These are the variety
of  options  available  to  progressive
Jews  once  God  as  author  is  claimed
and framed by Orthodoxy.

And yet,  I  wonder  more  and  more
often,  what  is  the  finger  of  God  to
me  as  a  Reform  Jew?  Can  it  really
be  that  such  a  finger  wrote  the  Ten
Commandments themselves, if not the
whole of Torah? lh/hat would it mean to
be a Refomi Jew who believes in God
as  author  of the  biblical  text?  Would
it  necessarily  follow  that  to  accept
God's authorship would be to give up
any  right  to  criticism,  interpretation
or outright rejection  of some portions
of the Bible? Either the text is corrupt
or human or God is sometimes wrong.
Which of these choices is theologically
more problematic?

These  questions  are  the  ones  that,
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though  they  can  form  no  part  of my
finished dissertation, have plagued me
almost since  I began.  How can I  seek
to create meaning in the biblical text if
only God knows what God means? Is
it possible to believe in God as author
and remain a progressive Jew? Timothy
Beal,  a  professor  of religion  at  Case
Western  Reserve  University  in  Ohio,
writes:

Every  text  -  as  an  intersection  of
other  textual  surfaces  -  suggests  an
indeterminate  surplus  of meaningful
possibilities.   Interpretation  is  always
a  production  of  meaning  from  that
surplus.   The   question  now   comes
to  the  fore:  Who  or  what  controls
the  means  of production?  (Beal,  T.
1992   "Ideology   and  Intertexuality:
Surplus  of Meaning  and  Controlling
the  Means  of Production"  in Reczc7z.72g
Between  the  Texts:  Intertexuality  and
Zfee frebrew Bz.b/e, Danna Nolan Fewell
(ed.), Louisville, Ky: Westminster John
REow Press, pg. 31)

The   answer  to  Professor  Beal's
question  in  contemporary  Judaism
is  an  interesting  one.  The  Orthodox
world  in  setting  up  the  theological
bind between God as author and God
as  infallible  has  attempted  to  control
the  means  of production  of meaning
from  the  Bible.  And  as  progressive
Jews we have fallen,  to  some degree,
for  their  ploy.  We  have  been  put  on
a  back  foot  and  assumed  that  only
through rejecting a literal sense of God
as  author could we  regain  control  of
the  means  of production.  But  I  think
another way might exist.

For centuries before the  19th century
debates  about  biblical  authorship,  the

rabbis were able to hold their belief in
God as author and still rely on their own
skills to interpret the text as they saw fit.
The Bible, even if it is the literal word
of God,  is not equivalent to  God. The
text is a prism that allows us to see the
colours, the shades of God not the pure
white light. Butjust as blue and red and
green and yellow and orange and purple
are  not  the  same  as  light,  only  some
beautiful refraction of it,  so the text is
a  refraction  of God  written,  perhaps,
by the finger of God from, perhaps, the
mouth of God but limited only by our
ability to  comprehend,  to  see,  to  hear
the text.

And so what? Why is it important?
Why not simply believe the text is the
product of some human encounter with
the  Divine?  Why  my visceral  need to
believe in God as author?

It  is  a  hard  question  to  answer,
having subjected you to this essay. But
the truth is that if the text is a prism, a
means of making God visible through
the words and letters and curly crowns
atop the letters, then the Torah is more
than just a collection of stories and laws
and nuggets  of wisdom.  It  is  the  true
Buberian  I-Thou  encounter  between
us and God.  God has substance that is
shaped,  in  part,  by  the  gift  of Torah,
inscribed  by the  finger  of God,  given
to Moses at Mt. Sinai and left for every
generation to discover anew alongside
our God .

RABBI  DEBORAH  KAHN-HARRIS  j.a  cz
member Of the rabbinic tec[m at Sha'arei Tzedek
North  London  Roform  Synagogue  and lectures
part  time in  Bible at Leo  Baeck College.  She  is
currently completing a PhD  in feminist biblical
criticism at the University Of Sheffield.
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ABSENT
FRIENDS

CAN  BE
PRESENT

Darmy Burkeman

For the last thousand years, Halckhah, the Jewish
legal tradition, has developed through a system Of

questions and answers. The questions , she' ehot, were
addressed to respected rabbis and they provided

answers, teshavct in Hebrew, respousa in Latin. The
tradition contirmes today and is used even within

the Progressive Jewish world with its differehi
attitude to the authority Of Jewish lc[w.

772e she'elah cz77d teshuvah fflezfeod oJi7rers cr 14;cz); Zo
synagogues facing an issue, the answer to which is
not self evident to every member of the community

-or, rather, the self evident answer is ri,ot necessarily
the sci:me f;or everyone -to explore Jewish tradition,

examine how other communities across the
world have responded to the scrme question
and come to a properly Jewish conclusion.

Rabbi Donny Burkeman Of West London
Synagogue illustrates the process.
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I            She'elah -u)it7n

S  IT PERMISSIBLE TO  FILM A
Shabbat service with a webcam to be
broadcast live on the internet?

Answer - ntz}1]r7
A number of responsa have already

dealt with questions which relate to this
subject, and it is important to consider
them  before  dealing  specifically  with
the matter at hand.

The  issue  of  video-taping  during
the  service,  in  relation  specifically  to
Bar/Bat  Mitzvah,  has  already  been
considered  (Contemporary  American
jze/or77?  Respo72Lgcz   134).I   It  states;   "It
is essential to keep the video-taping as
a recording of what has  occurred and
not ``stage"  the  service  for the taping.
The latter is not acceptable to us. If the
video-taping can be done unobtrusively
and be invisible to the majority of the
congregation,   it  is  permissible."  As
this  respo7?sz/772  makes  clear,  there  are
traditional precedents for stressing the
principle that `Nothing may distract the
worshipperfromworship.'Anyattempt
to  webcam  a  service  for  broadcast
would have to conform to the guidelines
laid  out  in  relation  to  video-taping  a
service.

In  considering  whether  a  video
camera  may  be  affixed  to  a  c¢#pcz%
(CCAR Responsa 57 51.14) I:Ire conf)e;in
is  raised  that  the  recording  of  the
ceremony may be erased, and with it the
Divine Name of God would therefore be
erased.2 R. Yitzhck Rudnick wrote that
erasing blessings with the Divine Name
in  them  is  forbidden.   `R.   Feinstein
disagrees  and  maintains  the  common
practice,  because  no  actual  letters  are
being  erased'.  While  R.   Feinstein's
fes%z/vcz¢   permits   the   recording,
merely broadcasting the service would
not  actually  record  it.  There  would,
therefore, be no recorded copy and no
concern about the  possibility that  the
Divine Name may be erased.

The   question   of  broadcasting   a
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We have permitted the use Of electricity on Shabbat for
microphones , lighting, heating, air-conditioning and

mttsical instruments, as this serves to elevate our Shabbat
observance. A webcam can be viewed as another electrical

appliance which will enhance Shabbat.

service has already been considered in
relation  to  televising  Jewish  services
in  a  hospital   (Ivew  ,4772erz.ccz72  j2e/or772
jtespo7?scz 15).3 This responsum asserts:
`A public service requires a 77?I.#)/cz7?, but

that is not possible for those who are ill
and who  may pray individually.  They
should be encouraged to do so. We may
properly consider the service broadcast
over the cable network as a stimulus to
individualprayer.'Havingsupportedthe
principle  of broadcasting  the  service,
the   responsum   is   then   concerned
with the fact that services may not be
broadcast at the appropriate time of day
(i.e.  Shacharit may not be broadcast in
the moming). If services are broadcast
over the internet, with live  streaming,
it would be restricted to the same time
of day as the service is actually taking
place in the Synagogue.

The  responsum   concludes:   `The
broadcast  of  such   services   should
be  encouraged  as  a  way  of enabling
Jewish  patients  who  are  seriously  ill
to  participate  in  religious  services.'  It
would seem that today with the advent
of the internet the broadcast of services
over the World Wide Web should also
be  encouraged  as  a  way  of enabling
people who are ill, and unable to attend
a synagogue, to participate in religious
services.

The  major  issue  which  must  be
considered  is  therefore  how  using  a
webcam to broadcast a Shabbat service
adheres   to,   and  possibly   elevates,
Shabbat observance.

In  the  Torah  we  are  given  the  Ten
Commandments in two separate places,
and  therefore  also  the  command  for
Shabbat. In Exodus we are told to Tjll
(zczcfeor)  remember  the  Sabbath  day
(20:8-11),whileinDeuteronomyweare
told to tp7m (sfec7fflor) guard the Sabbath
day   (5:12-15).   As   the   Lecha  Dodi
hymn  on  Friday  night  so  eloquently
puts   it  ``Guard  and  remember  in  a
single utterance." While it is obviously
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important  to  guard  the  Shabbat,  it  is
also important to remember it.

When   considering   the   use   of
electricity   on   Shabbat,   it   seems
important  to   consider  whether  the
use  of  electricity  enhances  Shabbat
observance  or  detracts  from  it.  As  is
conceded  in  an  article  in  the  `Journal
of Halacha &  Contemporary Society' :
"The  consensus  of halakhic  opinion

maintains that it is typically prohibited
to  turn  on  electrical  appliances  on
Shabbat.However,aclearunderstanding
has  yet  to  emerge  regarding  why
such  a prohibition  exists;  indeed,  one
eminent  authority  maintains  that  the
use  of  electrical  appliances  is  only
prohibited  because  of tradition."4  We
have  permitted  the  use  of  electricity
on  Shabbat for microphones,  lighting,
heating,  air-conditioning  and  musical
instruments, as this serves to elevate our
Shabbat observance. A webcam can be
viewed as another electrical  appliance
which will enhance Shabbat.

The  microphone   is   used   in   our
services so that the words of our prayers
and  songs  can  fill  the  sanctuary,  and
in  order  that  the  hard  of hearing  are
able to hear the words  and participate
fully. With a microphone the service is
broadcast throughout the sanctuary. One
can view the webcam as an extension
of the  microphone  broadcasting  the
service throughout the community for
members who cannot be present in the
service.  It is  simply another means  of
broadcasting the service.

In   the   Shabbat   commandment
in  both  Exodus  and  Deuteronomy,
one  of  the  striking  features  is  that
the   commandment  includes   every
member  of  society   `you,   your  son
and  your  daughter,  your  servant  and
your maidservant,  your cattle  and the
stranger within your gates' (Ex. 20: 10).
Shabbat observance is all-inclusive. We
have striven in the Refomi movement
to  make  our  services  as  inclusive  as

possible. We have broken down barriers
so that all Jews can be welcomed. But
wearechallengedtoincludemembersof
our community who cannot physically
be present in our synagogues for prayer.
While  we  hope  that  all  members  of
our  community  will  be  present  at  all
services,  we  must  acknowledge  that
some are unable to make the journey to
be with us. The elderly, sick and those
who  find  themselves  geographically
apart from us are often amongst those
most in need of community. We cannot
always  bring  them  to  the  synagogue,
but by broadcasting  our services  over
the internet we offer them a way to be
partofourcommunity.Theymaynotbe
physically part of the 772z.77);cz72,  but they
can experience the service through their
computers.

People  with  a  choice  are  unlikely
to  choose  a  computer screen  over the
warmth and intimacy of the sanctuary in
the Synagogue. But for those members
of our  community  who  cannot  travel
this  may  provide  a  substitute  which
will  allow  them  to  have  a  communal
prayer experience. Hillel taught `do not
separate yourself from the community'
(Avot   2:4).   Sometimes   people   are
separated from the community through
no  fault  of their  own,  and  we  as  the
community   have   an   obligation  to
include  them,   which   can  be   done
through the webcam and the internet.

One  of  the  reasons  why  people
will  come  to  Shabbat  services  in  our
synagogues  is  for  the  observance  of
lifecycle  events,  the  celebration  of  a
Barfl3at Mitzvah or the commemoration
of a. Yahrzeit.

Many people who are saying Kczc}dz.s%
will  come  to  the  synagogue  so  that
they  might  fulfil  the  commandment
surrounded  by  ten  other  adult  Jews
(Shulhan  Aruch  Orach  Hayim  54:1
specifies that Kcrc}dz.sfe can only be said
in the presence of a 773z.72)/c77?/. Alongside

continued on next page
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While we hope that all members Of our community
will be present at all services, we must acJanowledge
that some are unable to make the journey to be with
us. The elderly, sick and those who find themseives
geographically apart from us are often amongst

those most in need Of coryrmunity. We cannot always
bring them to the synagogue, but by broadcasting
our services over the internet we off;er them a way

to be part Of our community.

this,  the  recitation  of the  yoferzez.r  list
is  a powerful  custom within  many of
our  Reform  congregations,  and  many
people  feel  an  obligation  to  hear  the
name  of  their  loved  one  and  to  be
present  to   recite  Kc}ddz.s¢   in  their
honour. In Shulhan Aruch Orach Hayim
55 :22 it states that it is the responsibility
of members of the synagogue to exert
pressure on each other so that there can
be a "z.7z)/cz7? present.

The   need   for   a   "z.72}Jcz72   has   been
disoussedinCCARResponsa5752.17.5
As  the  responsum  states;   `Thus,  the
obligation  of Kcrc}dz.sfe  is  traditionally
fulfilled  in  community,  and  therefore
the congregation at prayer is the proper
locus  for it.  However,  should there be
no  quorum  or  should  the  individual
be unable to go to the synagogue, the
need  for  community  does  not  simply
fall away.' Although it recognises that
there have been approaches which have
avoided the obligation for a mz.7z)/o72 to
be present, it appears that the webcam
may provide a way to be part of a virtual
7#z.7z)/cz;2   even  when  not  present.   The
ideal situation would be for the moumer
to be in the Synagogue, but recognising
that  there  may  be  factors  outside  of
a  person's   control   which  prevent
this,  a  webcam  appears  a  preferable
alternative to  not reciting Kcrc}dz.sfe,  or
reciting it completely privately with no
minyan.

For those wishing to be present for a
celebratory occasion one may consider
our obligations to make the Shabbat a
joyous occasion (o#eg Shabbat). Isaiah
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58:13  instructs us  `to call the Shabbat
dayadelight.'Havingafamilymember
absent  fi.om  a  Barreat  Mitzvah  will
diminish the delight of Shabbat both for
those present and for those who cannot
attend.   The  Talmud   Shabbat   118b
expounds  on  this  verse  that  we  must
delight in Shabbat. The importance of
delighting in Shabbat is such that even
if one keeps a fast on Shabbat, which
annuls a decree   of seventy years,  one
is  punished  for  neglecting  to  make
Shabbat  a  delight  (Talmud  Berachot
31b).

To  allow  family  members  to  be  a
pat  of the  Barreat  Mitzvah  through
the use of a webcam would surely serve
to  enhance  the  delight  of those  who
cannot be present in the synagogue. As
well  as  increasing  the  delight  for  the
Barreat  Mitzvah  who  will  know  that
those  people  who  cannot  be  there  in
person are participating in the best way
they can.

When considering all of these various
factors  together,  it  seems  clear  that
utilisingawebcamtobroadcastaservice
over  the  internet  is  something  which
should  be  permitted.   It  is  important
to  have guidelines  for the  webcani  so
that it is unobtrusive and hidden from
worshippers.  But with  the  benefits  of
the  webcam  for  engaging  people  in
the  community,  allowing people to be
a  part  of  a  777z.#)/cr7?  for  the  recitation
of Kczc7dz.s¢  and  the  enhancement  of
Sabbath delight it seems that far from
prohibiting a webcam in the service it
should actually be encouraged.

As Talmud Yoma 85b states: ` Shal>bat
is committed to your hands, not you to
its hands. ' With Shabbat in our hands in
the twenty-first century we are al)le to
do things of which our ancestors could
never have  dreamt.  As  Reform  Jews
we  can embrace  our Judaism  and our
modemity. In the past we could not share
our services with those  not present  in
the  synagogue. Now with the  creation
of webcams  and the  internet we  can
reach  more people  than  ever before,
and include them in our community of
Prayer I
I The full respousum is available at

http://data.ccamet.org/cgi-bin/reapdisp.
Dl?file=134&vear==carT

2 The full responsum is available at

http://data.ccamet.org/cgi-bin/respdisp.
Dlanle=14&vear=5751

3 The full responsun is availal)le at

http://data.ccamet.org/cgi-bindespdisp.
D1?file= 15&vear=narr

4 Broyde, Rabbi Michael and Jachter,

Rabbi Howa.rd The Use Of Electricity
on Shabbat and Yom .Tov. In ]o:urrral o£
Halacha & Contemporary Society, No.
21, Spring 91 -Pesach 5751. The article
is available at http://www.daat.ac.il/daat/
english/journal/broyde_I.htm

5 The full responsum is availal>le at

http://data.ccamet.org/cgi-bin/respdisp.
plmle=17&year=5752

RABBI  DANNY  BURKEMAN  ;.s  .4ssocz.cz/e
Rabbi   at   the  West   London  Synagogue.   In
addition to his rabbinic duties, he spends his time
exploring ways Of utilising technology to eurich
Jewish learning and community.  See his blog at
www.rabbidanny.com. He is married to Micol, a
Jewish educator.
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SPARK INTO FLAME
Howard Cooper

REPENTANCE THE MEANING
AND PRACTICE OF TESHUV:AII

by Dr Louis E Newman,
Jewish Lights Publishing, Woodstock,

VT, 2010, ISBN 978-1580234269,
hb, $24.99

IWAS A YOUNG ASSISTANT
rabbi  in  my  first  rabbinic  post,
leading  the  Ko/  IVz.c7rez.  service

for  Yom  Kippur  in  a  large,  formal
suburban congregation. Because I took
my Judaism seriously - and this meant
tryingtofindwaysofmakingitpersonal
and alive,  for myself and members of
the  community -  I  thought  I  would
ask the community that evening to do
something more than merely mouth the
words of the prayers.

Shortly after we had started I drew
their  attention  to  a Talmudic  passage
that is quoted in our Reform 7%c!chzor. It
states that `For transgressions between
an  individual  and  God,  the  Day  of
Atonement  effects  atonement;  but  for
transgressions  that  are  between  one
individual  and  another,  the  Day  of
Atonement  effects  atonement  only  if
one  person  has  regained  the  goodwill
of the other' to.343, based on A4z.sfe#crfe
yo„o8:9).

So  before  we  proceeded  with  the
rest of the service, I said, we needed to
take to heart this rabbinic text and turn
to  those  around  us  -  family,  friends,
other members of the community -and
acknowledge anything that was linger-
ing in our relationships that we wanted
to  apologise  for,  or put  right,  or  seek
forgiveness for. I suggested that we take
some time, now, to  do this.  We might
want to get up and approach someone,
or we may be sitting next to  someone
with whom we could begin to engage in
this vital dialogue aspect of /es¢#vcz%.

There then emerged, after a moment
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or two of aching silence, a kind of dull,
low  growl  of embarrassed  discontent
from  the  assembled  congregation.   I
could  just  as  well  have  been  asking
them  to  come  forward  naked  and
sacrifice  a  goat  to  Baal.   I  realised
- my naivety not having quite blotted
out  my  other  faculties  - that  I  might
have  misjudged  things   and  that  I
needed to do something to remedy the
situation.  Undaunted by the  frisson of
disapproval  that  was  rippling  through
the  room,  I  got  down  from  the  bz.777crfe
and went towards the Chairman of the
community - in order, I hoped, both to
model what I was asking people to do,
and  to  myself apologise  for  anything
that I had done to upset him over the
past  year.  As  I  approached  him,  the
look of frozen horror that I saw etched
on his face taught me a lesson that has
stayed  with  me  to  this  day.  Genuine
fesfea;vcrfe is a terrifying and threatening
experience - and, at least communally,
it  is  probably  best  approached  from,
let's say, a slightly different angle.

Professor Louis  E.  Newman's book
offers  us  one  such  different  angle  of
vision.  It  would  make  an  admirable
pre-High  Holy  Day  primer,  for  it
contains  a wealth of material  on both
the nature,  dynamics  and inevitability
of human wrongdoing -`sin' -and the
ways  in  which  Jewish tradition  offers
a  programmatic,  almost  step-by-step,
approach  towards  taking  renewed
responsibility  for  our  actions.   The
book is  laced with personal vignettes.
Dr. Newman describes his own process

of  teshuvah  within   a  Twelve-Step
recovery programme in the States. It is
also  a  tapestry  of rabbinic,  medieval,
Hasidic and contemporary Jewish, and
some non-Jewish, advice on this multi-
dimensional  religious  and  spiritual
question: how do we return, in humility,
to  the  roots  of  goodness  within  us,
leaming again to act in our daily lives
in  ways  that  are  congruent  with  our
deepest sense of what is right and moral
and  compassionate  and just?  How  do
we  move  from  what  we  are  towards
what we could be?

Justtoarticulatethisquestionexposes
something of the problematic nature of
/esfeztvczfe.  How  easy  it  is to talk about
- and how difficult it is to translate our
wishes into a lived reality. We are told
that our High Holy Day liturgy contains
the vitalising religious soul-food that we
need to ingest annually so that /esfe2tvcz%
can  take  place.  Yet  how  often  is  it
perfomed as  if the mere repeating of
more and more words would somehow
magically change us? The words in the
book  are  really just like  a recipe  in  a
cookery book - they still leave us with
the  work  of transforming  them  into
something nourishing, life-giving.

Partoftheproblemforcontemporary
Jews is that the traditional words about
sin and guilt and purity, punishment and
forgiveness,  divine  anger  and  divine
judgement -words which sustained the
piety of generations - are words which
can  no  longer  be  so  easily  digested.
They  can  feel  quite  indigestible  to
our  modem  consciousness  -  which
still  yeams,  nevertheless,  for ways  of
effecting  personal  transformation,  of
finding  new  ways  to  change  how  we
live and act and feel and think.

The  phenomenal  growth  of  the
multi-billion  pound  and  dollar  self-
improvement  industry  -  self-help
books, CDs, seminars, coaching, stress-
management and the rest - is testimony
to that desire for personal change.  But
most  of  that  hyped-up  sugar-coated
`personal growth' stuff is offering -like

the High Holy Days? - a seductively-
presented quick fix. Yet many personal
issues  and emotional dilemmas,  many
of the patterns that we repeat and that
cause  us,  or  those  around  us,  grief,
are  often so  deep-seated that they are
inaccessible to strategies that in essence
attempt to manipulate our thoughts or
behaviour.

That  early  rabbinic  experience  of
mine,  thirty  years  ago,  was  predict-
able. We can hardly bear to expose our
failures privately to ourselves, let alone
to have them viewed by others. I spend
a lot of my professional psychothera-
peutic life working with people who say
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theywanttochange-thoughoftenwhat
they want is for someone else to change,
and then they imagine that life would be
so much easier to bear. But this wish to
change something ex/er7?cz/ is usually an
avoidance - I am not talking now about
social  and  political  change  -  because
personal  change  can  be  frightening.
To change anything about the way we

Cruel or adulterous
behaviour, errvy and
j ealousy, bitterness ,

possessiveness, scorn
and reseritment ,

shiftiness , lethargy
and anger - ordinary
everyday emotional
realities carl,not just

be turned off inside us
by a prayer or two, or
an inspiring sermon,
or merely by deciding
in the emotion Of Tom

Kjppur that we want to
be a `better person' in

the future.

think, act and feel, involves an unknot-
ting of familiar habits and behaviours,
a surrender of what we believe and to
which we cling. And that can be quite
distressing.  Who  really  wants  to  feel
deep emotional pain? To feel so vulner-
able in a world that is insecure enough
as it is? In spite of our conscious wishes
we may - we do - go to great lengths
to avoid real change. The unconscious
has  a  canny  knack  of subverting  our
best endeavours. Real /es/zz/1;cz¢ is a far
more complex and stubbornly-resisted
inner process  than  many of the tradi-
tional texts in Dr Newman's admirable
compilation suggest.

The process  of /eLsfecfvcr¢,  of turning
towards  our  essential  inner  truths,  or
returning  to  some  untainted  core  of
our being before all our defensiveness
and evasions and habits of mind set in
- this process of self-renewal is ardu-
ous  and  it  is  often  lonely.  At  times  it
can  feel  an  impossible  project.  It  can
evoke feelings of helplessness or hope-
lessness.  For  we  cannot  -  in  spite  of
Jewish tradition suggesting the opposite
-just will it into being.  Cruel or adul-
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terous  behaviour,  envy  and jealousy,
bitterness, possessiveness, scorn and re-
sentment, shiftiness, lethargy and anger
- ordinary everyday emotional realities
cannot just be turned off inside us by a
prayer or two, or an inspiring sermon,
or merely by deciding in the emotion of
Yom Kippur that we want to be a `better
person' in the future.

We may devoutly want to - but the
process of /esfe#i;cz¢ will often fail at the
first hurdle because our legendary `free
will' is much less free than we imagine.
Change cannot just be wished into be-
ing. reLs¢zn/cz% is a process -interestingly,
in the Bible the word never appears as a
noun,  only as a verb, indicating that it
is something fluid and dynamic rather
than something that can be an achieved
or completed state - and it may not be
possible to do it without help.

Jewish tradition suggests that help is
available -from that cosmic `therapist'
known  as  Adonai,  the  One  Who  Is,
out of sight yet never out of mind. The
High  Holy  Day  liturgy  offers  its  own
seductive promise: speak the words that
need  to  be  said,  whole-heartedly,  and
something will  happen.  Freud and his
colleagues were less confident that this
was  enough.  They  suggested  that  the
flesb-and-blood human being to whom
one  speaks  -  and  we  do  not  always
know  what  words  we  need  to  speak,
or what they mean when we say them
-might have a helpful role to play in the

process of change, /esfecti;czfe.
resfez4i/cz¢,   the   rabbis   intuited,   is

a  continual  process  of  undermining
inner  complacency,  of breaking  open
calloused  hearts,  of searching  for  the
sparks  of holiness  hidden  within  us.
Rav  Kook,  the  first  Chief  Rabbi  of
Palestine, goes a step further and makes
the radical claim that it is our wish for
renewal itself that is the divine operating
inside  of us:  `The  striving  against the
lingering wrongs which pervade every
person and every group is the mark of
the Providence of God, who continues
to summon us to remake ourselves and
our world. . .This striving is the root of
/esfecfvczfe. . .which  will  never permit us
to  remain  as  we  are,  which  will  ever
send us in quest for self-improvement. '
(Machzor, p.739).

Suddenly    we    find    that   pop-
psychology's`questforself-inprovement'
might be a sign of the divine operating
within us.  That  is  quite  something  on
which to reflect .

RABBI  HOWARD  CO0PER  !.s'  a  pr})cAo-
therapist,  writer  and  the  Director  of Spiritual
Development at Finchley Roform Synagogue` His
last book,  `The Alphabet Of Paradise: An A-Z Of
Spirituality for Erverydry Life' , was published in
the UK by Darton, Longman & I:odd.

BETTER OR . . .?
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love of Israel and none would disagree
that his support for Israel over the years
has been consistent and commendable.
But I do take issue with his contention
that  "It  is  beyond  reasonable  dispute
that there  are tens  of thousands  of us
in Britain who love Israel with all our
hearts  and  all  our  souls  and  all  our
might."

I  fear that these  "chovevez.  rsfyo72",
these  contemporary  lovers  of  Israel,
are  dwindling  in  the  face  of a persis-
tent  and  pernicious  worldwide  media
onslaught that is based on a jaundiced
understanding of the current situation.
Rabbi Bayfield's concluding paragraph,
identifying  Israel's  building  of settle-
ments  as  the  principal  cause  for  the
failure  to  reach  an  agreement,  is  a
common  symptom  of this jaundice.  I
am  passionately  opposed  to  the  crea-
tion  of settlements  on  the West Bank
on the basis that they are an affront to
Palestinian  dignity,  a  contradiction  of
PrimeMinisterNetanyahu'sacceptance
of the  two  state  solution,  a  waste  of
government resources,  and offer false
hope to a small but fanatic constituency
of Israelis harbouring irredentist aspira-
tions. I feel to highlight lsrael's building
of settlements as the principal or, worse,
sole  cause  of the  impasse  is  to  ignore
the history of the region.  To excoriate
Israel  for  its  policy  is  comparable  to
the overbearing parent who berates his
child  for achieving  only a  90%  result
in an exam. The parent offers no word
of praise, no expression of appreciation
for the high mark, focusing only on the
missing  l oo/o.

Surely  Israel  deserves  high  moral
marks for having made repeated offers
of  peace,   concessions   of  land  and
proposals of co-operation to the Pales-
tinians over the last half century. Each
offer,  each  concession,  each  proposal
has  been  rejected.  Remember  Prime
Minister  Barak's   offer  in  2000  of
between  940/o  and  96%  of the  West
Bank,  all of the Gaza Strip with com-
plete  control  over  Eastern  Jerusalem
and  the Arab  quarter  of the  Old  City
offered to the Palestinians.

Back in 1977 American Reform rabbi
and theologian Eugene Borowitz wrote
of lsrael,"withalltheirfaultsandfailures
they remain recognizably the people of

continued on next page
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the Bible serving transcendent ends in a
perilous testimonial situation."

Since  then  much  blood  has  been
shed  in  Israel  and  many  homes  have
been  filled  with  heartache.  Haifa  and
Tel Aviv have been struck by missiles,
Sderot has suffered some 8000 missiles,
suicide  bombers   in  the   cafes   and
clubs,  buses  and  shopping  malls,  in
addition to the kidnapping  and killing
of captured  soldiers,  all  have  created
new  communities  of  grieving  Israeli
parents   and  children,   spouses   and
siblings.   Israel   has   certainly  made
mistakes -political, military and moral.
But I would urge all who judge Israel to
place  between  their eyes  and  on  their
hands the words of American Orthodox
rabbi Yitz Greenberg "If Israel proves
to  be  10%  better than  the  rest  of the
world, it will be a `light to the nations. '
If it proves to be better by 25%, it will
bring the Messiah. If it is 50% better it
will be dead.

No one and no group can survive in
this world if they are 50% better than
the rest of humanity. Therefore to insist
on perfection, that Israel must never fail
the highest standards,  is to deny it the
right to exist."

Surely, even a dispassionate overview
would confirm Israel is 10% better than
the  rest of the world.  Consequently  it
should  be  a  "light  to  the  nations",  an
acknowledgement and appreciation that
should  sustain  and grow  the  numbers
of today's  cfeovevez.  rsz.};o#.  They  will
hopefully all support the principle of a
fair and just two state solution in which
borders  are  respected  and  all  parties
work together towards the 25% target
so  that  international  borders  around
the  world are  respected  and the  seeds
of a messianic era are planted for later
generations  to  reap  a  rich  harvest  of
peace, freedom and justice I

Rabbi Steven Katz

sR PRETEXT

ABBI  DAVID  GOLDBERG
A44IVIV4   (107)   repeats   the
familiar  charge  against  the

West Bank settlements that they are in
"explicit violation of the Fourth Geneva

Convention",  which  is  based  on  an
intexpretation of Judge Theodor Meron,
a legal advisor to Levi Eshkol, the one-
time  Israeli  premier,  who  opposed  an
early plan  to  resettle  Kfar Etzion  on
the grounds that the Fourth Convention
prohibits  transfer  of civilians  into
occupied territory. This position is held
officiallybytheUKandtheEUamongst
others, and has been recently reaffirmed
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by  Baroness  Ashton,  the  European
Commission's "foreign minister".

It came as a profound shock when I
first read the famous treaty for myself
and  discovered  how  threadbare  the
argument  really  is.  It  is  based  on  an
out  of  context  reading  of  the  final
sentence   of  Article   49,   combined
with  an  elementary  lie  by  omission.
The  Article  concerns  mass  forcible
transfers and deportations of protected
persons from occupied territories. The
final  sentence  states:  "The  Occupying
Power shall not deport or transfer parts
of its  own civilian population into the
territory  it occupies".  Inclusion  of the
omitted word "deport"  and placement
in   context  makes   it  clear  that  the
sentence  is  intended  to  specify  that
forced transfers are prohibited in either
direction,  into  occupied  territory  as
well as out of it. This is further clarified
by  the  fact  that  all  other  references
in  the   Convention  to  transfers   of
persons  concern  internees  and  other
persons dependent on the Occupying or
Protecting power for their daily needs.
Nowhere is the word "transfer" used to
describe a movement of persons free to
exercise their own choice.

I  encourage  your readers  to  down-
load  the  treaty text  from  hay://www.
icrc.org/Web/Eng/siteengo.nsf;/html/
genevaconventions#al   and  make  up
their own minds.

So,  this  is  the  flimsy  pretext  for
a  policy  which  would  today  imply
eviction of some half a million people
from  their homes  without  democratic
process.  These  people  have  not  been"deported or transferred" there but have

decided  to  go  there  themselves,  and
are free to leave at any time they wish,
as well as people who have been born
there,  and  children  born  there  whose
parents were born there too.

Moreover,  it  is  highly  irresponsible
to  attempt  to  use  the  Fourth  Geneva
Convention   to   control   actions   to
exercise   territorial   claims,   except
where  they  fall  within  its  scope  of
"Protection  of  Civilian  Persons   in

Time   of  War".   This   is   important,
because  the  malpractice  of stretching
intemational  instruments beyond their
original scope has the pernicious effect
of  discouraging  states  from  agreeing
to   new   humanitarian   conventions,
out  of  concern  that  they  might  find
themselves  committed  to  more  than
they  had  intended.  The  point  is  that
international  conventions  are  entered
into  voluntarily  by  states  and  are,  in
principle,  different  in  character  from
Laws, which are imposed on everyone
within  a  jurisdiction,  whether  they
themselves  voted  for  the  goverrment

or  not.  Creative  interpretation  might
be  necessary  in  a  national  court  but
at international level it can only cause
harm.

There may indeed one day be a need
to  remove  some  settlers  as  part  of a
peace treaty,  and it is hard to  see how
it would be in the interest of the Arabs
to agree to such a treaty without such
a  withdrawal.  But  the  decision  about
what to accept is a matter of judgment
for the Israeli people and their elected
government. There is no treaty basis for
the international community to impose
a  decision  on  them.  The  fact  that  no
meaningful sanctions are applied to do
so  suggests that those  in power know
this, whatever their declared position.

Dr A M Lewis
Laveno-Mombello, Italy
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by Professor Fred Grinnel, in the spring
edition  of MANNA  (107),  contains
this quote from Rabbi Judah Loew ben
Bezalel,  the Maliaral  of Prague.  "It  is
not  appropriate  to  call  someone  who
knows about material things `wise', just
as a shoemaker is not called `wise', even
though this is wisdom, too. Therefore,
only a person who studies holy matters
is called wise".

Yet   in   the   sz.c7/~of   of  Terumah,
Tetzaveh  and  Ki  Tissa,   God  gives
instructions  for  the  building  of  the
Tabernacle  in  the  most  intricate  and
prosaic  detail  -  how  many  pails  are
needed to collect the rubbish, when you
make the coat for the High Priest, make
a hole for the head, and sew round the
edges, so that it does not fray, the size of
the curtains, the colour of the buttons,
what wood to  use  and what metal.  It
reads like an IKEA Instruction Booklet.
And  he  uses  the  word  cfeoc¢772czfo  to
describe the abilities of all the weavers,
carpenters,  metal-workers  (Exodus  31
v.6  and many others). The  skill  of the
artisans  is  rewarded  with  the  promise
of  the  ultimate  mitzvah,  "Build  me
a  sanctuary,  that  I  may  dwell  among
you". (Exodus 25 v.8).

It  goes  to  prove  that just  because
a  great  rabbi   says   something,   and
generations  of  equally  great  rabbis
repeatit,doesnotmakeitright.Nordoes
it absolve us from the responsibility of
questioning it.

Mrs Renee Bravo,
London

MANNA SU
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Chronicle. So I thought. I expected the
letters  to  be  in  swift  and  supportive
reply  to  one  of mine.  In  this  I  had
complained of the wife of an orthodox
rabbi  who  ostentatiously  withdrew
her hand when I held out mine after a
tombstone consecration at which I had
officiated.  I  greeted  everyone  present
with a handshake ... until I came to the
bewigged rebbetsen.  So within days I
poured out my heart to the readers  of
the JC. And with breath suspended and
tummy pulled in tight, I opened the next
issue. In the event, the JC printed just
one letter, way down the bottom of the
page. It came from a non-Jewish reader.
And  it soundly  swiped me  for being
"unfeeling"  and  "without sensitivity"

in even thinking of shaking her hand. A
second letter, from the wife of a Jewish
doctor  in  Edgware,  and  sent  to  my
German synagogue address, denounced
me as "an arrogant bigot" whose attitude
was``beneathcontempt."Ahwell,asthe
old saying goes, you camot win them
all. As  our national team also proved
so decisively in football's recent World
Cup.

ill
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Israel for its blockade of Gaza, recently
eased. So that's alright then, They have
got it off their chests. On the Middle East
minefield, it will not make a missile's
difference. And the patient House  of
Commons  Order Paper  continues  to
bestow its eternal blessing - a chance
for hAI's to let off steam without raising
the political temperature.

*

CHIEF  RABBI  JONATHAN
Sacks pats himself on the back
for his record on women. He has

given them a much greater chance than
before to take part in the rurming of his
communities - although he could do a
lot better still by following the example
of the  progressive  movements.  The
power to  do  so  comes with his  office.
And it is after all a decade ago since we

moved into the 2 1 St century. The ages of
Golda Meir and Margaret Thatcher are
receding ever farther into history.  The
mark which  Sacks  deserves  is "Good
- but not nearly good enough."

*

IWAS  IVIUCH HEARTENED  BY
the news that a local headquarters
of the  Lubavitch Chasidim found

itself next door to a brothel. Evidently
it took them some time to notice. But is
there not something providential about
these neighbours? For some of us would
regard the activities  caITied on in both
places as dubious.

#

THE  ONE  TOPIC  TO  WHICH
I  least  looked  forward  in  the
months  before  I  started  at Leo

Baeck College 31 years ago this autumn
- no, it cannot be that long ago, cries a
voice within me. "Yes, it was" answers
the  heartless  calendar  -  was  bible,
Tanakh.1'11 just have to grin and bear it
asanurgentlyneededlessoninpatience,
I told myself,  while  concentrating  on
Talmud and liturgy And then I found
myselfhookedonTanakhwithinweeks,
and remain so to this  day. Where  else
do  you  find this  peak  of romantic
writing?  Jacob,  a refugee  from  the
understandable revenge lust of his twin
Esau - understandable because he had
just cheated him out of a fortune -takes
refuge with his uncle Laban and there
falls in love with his cousin Rachel. "You
can marry her," says Laban. But because
Jacob could not afford to pay for her in
cash or sheep, he had to pay for her in
service, seven long years of it. "But they
seemed like  only a few  days to  him,"
says the Bible, " because of his love for
her." Would not Barbara Cartland, the
queen of Britain's  slush writers,  have
killed for those words?

#

THE MOST DEVASTATING PUT
down I have heard for ages came
on the  impartial,  cool-towards-

Israel  BBC News.  President Assad  of
Syria states,  it reported,  that he  is  not
sending  arms  to  Hamas  - the Arab
militants.  "But",  the  bulletin  added
soberly "the United  States  and others
are convinced that he is".

0i:t
NE MORE SIGNAL SERVICE
is  rendered  to  us  all  by  the
brothers  Charles  and Maurice

Saatchi.  Remember them? They were

the  advertising  wizards  who  helped
Margaret Thatcher win her spectacular
election victory some 40 years ago now.
Geniuses in their British surroundings,
they  never  forgot  their  Iraqi  Jewish
roots. And with  a tiny fraction of the
fortune  they  made,  they  founded  a
shul to honour their father. Forty years
on this  synagogue  has just appointed
a new rabbi to  look after all of its  70
members.  With that modest total.  the
Saatchis have proved once more,  and
decisively,  that  money  can  buy  lots
-except Jewish commitment. And least
of all new roots.

#
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though the  iron  curtain  was  pierced
nearly 22 years  ago. At the bottom  it
bore  the  printed  signature  of Ahron
Weinstock. I had never heard of him. But
he took the liberty of telling me that two
of his ten children, a son and a daughter,
were shortly to be married. "But I can't
say  I'm  happy,"  he  adds.  The reason
for his worry is that he has not got the
small change or the big cheques to pay
for an American Jewish wedding. So he
is mailing me, and hundreds of others, to
ask whether we can cough up. Eighteen
dollars will do, he suggests modestly, or
180.  "The  mitzvah  of helping  a bride
and groom get married, " he instructs
me, " is very great." No doubt. But what
planet do these ultra-orthodox shnorrers
live on?

#
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That, at least, is one of the happy lessons
of my Dutch childhood years. At school
in Amsterdam we got extra time off in
summer and winter. In winter when the
temperatures plummeted five  or more
degrees below zero, as they did every
January,  we  got the  extra time  off to
go skating, in summer to go swimming
in the large, clean, and under-crowded
public  pool just beyond  the  bottom
of our road.  Yes,  we  did  find  some
advantages  in being refugee kids.  But
not too many .

RABBI  WILLIAM  WOLFF  i.s  ffae  regz`o#cr/
rabbi in North East Germany. He has previously
served  congregations  in  Wimbledon,  Brighton,
Reading,  Milton  Keynes  and  Newcastle  upon
Tyne.  He  trained  at  Leo  Baeck  College,  and
started  in the rabbinate  as  an  assistant  to  the
late  Rabbi  Hugo   Gryn  at  the  West   London
Synagogue.



THE STEF]NBERG CENTRE FOF3 JUDAISM
AN OPEN DOOFI TO JEWISH LIFE

The Sternberg Centre for Judaism, situated at 80 East End Road, Finchley at the heart of London's
Jewish community, is the largest Jewish religious, educational and cultural centre in Europe.

It is the home of The Movement for F`eform Judaism, Leo Baeck College, Akiva School and the
New North London Masorti Synagogue. The Sternberg Centre provides many programmes and

amenities, including a library, bookshop, the Strudel Caf6 and extensive grounds.

The Sternberg Centre is an open door to Jewish life and extends to you the warmest of welcomes.

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM
ANNUAL DINNER 2010
Thursday 28th September
at The Royal  Institute of British Architects.
Guest Speaker Matthew Could. He was Principal Private
Secretary to the former Foreign Secretary David  Miliband
and has been appointed Britain's first Jewish Ambassador
to  Israel.   He  will   be  interviewed   by  Tim   Franks  who
returned to  London  in  June,  after nine  years  as  a foreign
correspondent for the  BBC.  Most recently,  he spent three
years in Jerusalem,  as Middle East Correspondent.
For more details please phone 020 8349 5684
or email simone.mirelman@reformjudaism.com

MOVEMENT FOR REFORM JUDAISM NEWS
Keep up to date with the latest news from the Movement for
Reform Judaism and communities across the country
To subscribe,email  martin.dix@reformjudaism.org.uk.
For all the latest news, comment and upcoming events from
the Reform Movement, sign up now!

JENERATION  provides  students  with  progressive  and
pluralist opportunities. Off campus we focus on tefillah: prayer
and spirituality and Jewish  learning.
Find out more at www.jeneration.org

Grand Piano For Sale
The Movement for Reform Judaism has a full sized concert
grand piano for sale.
All enquiries to  David  Cavendish:  020 8349 5705

LEO BAECK COLLEGE DIARY/FILOFAX 5771
By popular request -the original Leo Baeck College diary you
knew and  loved  is back! Available to order from July 2010.
To request a diary order form,
please email diary@Ibc.ac.uk
or call  ldit Ginsberg on  020 8349 5604

BECOME A FRIEND OF LEO BAECK COLLEGE
LEO BAECK COLLEGE is unique
Training  Rabbis  and  teachers  for  Progressive  Jewish
communities across the UK,  Europe and worldwide, for the
21 st century help us fund for the future.
Be Become a Friend forjust £8.33 per month
YOU  can  help us  by becoming a  Friend- and  providing  a
minimum annual donation of just £100pa
Further information
Tel: Arlene Rose 020 8346 85608
Email arlene.rose@lbc.ac.uk

MANOR HOUSE BOOKS
Awide range of Jewish titles are stocked, including Liberal,
Reform,  Conservative  and  Orthodox  publications,  as  well
as secular and academic titles. The shop is unique in that it
stocks a much wider ranger of titles than any other Jewish
bookshop  in  the  UK.  Most  of our  stock  is  imported  from
the  USA and  includes  a  large  selection  of children's  and
educational books. We always have several hundred bargain
books at half published prices or less. Also stocked is a full
range of ritual Judaica, including tallisim, kippot,  menorahs,
mezuzahs, crafts and gifts from Israel,  US and the UK. We
mail-order, mostly next day, in the UK and export anywhere
in the world. We are also a specialist in rare and out of print
Judaica and Hebraica. Tel:020 8349 9484
www.manorhousebooks.co.uk
johntrotterbooks@googlemail.com

NEW NORTH LONDON SYNAGOGUE
Sunday 4th July at 7pm
NNLS Israeli Film  Club
Ajami 2009 (120 mins)
Written and directed by Scandar Copti (an Arab Israeli born
and raised in Aj.ami) and Yaron Shani (a Jewish Israeli), Ajami
explores  five  different  stories  set  in  actual  impoverished
neighbourhood  of the  Tel  Aviv  -  Jaffa  metropolis,  called
Ajami.  Omar,  an  Israeli Arab,  struggles  to  save  his  family
from  elimination  by  a  gang  of extortionists.  He  also  courts
a beautiful  Christian girl,  Hadir,  but marrying  her is far from
obvious. Malek, an illegal  Palestinian worker, tries to collect
enough to pay for his mother's operation.  Dando, an Israeli
cop, does his utmost to trace his missing brother. The many
characters played by non-professional actors lend the story
the feel of the documentary. please note: The film contains
violent scenes and harsh language: Tel  : 020 8346 8560

Photgraphic Exhibition: July 2nd -July 19th 2010
The  Indigenous  Bedouins  of the  Naqab-Negev  Desert
ln  Israel. A photographic  exhibition  displaying  the work  of
the  Bedouin  children  from  Alazazmeh  school  and  of the
photographer Liza  Hamlyn.
Further info:  events@nnls-masorti.org.uk

Saturday 4th September at 9.30 pin
Concert followed by Selichot Service
Wednesday 15th September at 8.00 pin
Stop the Year!
Hear  our  panel  of  visionary  and  inspirational  community
leaders consider the moral issues around key events from the
past year. The panel will include Baroness Julia Neuberger,
Jonathan  Freedland  and  Neil  Jameson  (London  Citizens)
and will be chaired by Rabbi Jonathan Wittenberg. Tickets:
£5 NNLS members/£8 non-NNLS members. Please contact
the NNLS office for tickets. Tel: 020 8346 8560
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